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From 1859 to 1974 the British training school ship HMS Conway trained young boys for a life of
service at sea as officers in the British Royal Navy and Merchant Navy, and in other navies around
the world including India. This paper tells the story of Old Conways’ (OCs) long and hugely influential
involvement in The Hooghly River Survey Service, The Bengal Pilot Service and Calcutta stretching
back to 1859. It is a companion piece to “Old Conways & India – Part I: The Indian Navies” which
describes OCs involvement in the Indian Navy and its predecessors,. Although the Indian Navy had
a base in Calcutta that is not covered in this paper.
The Cadet magazine referenced throughout this article is Conway’s “house magazine” published
from 1889 to date, see Section 8 Sources. Names in bold are the names of OCs (their years as
Conway cadets are shown in brackets).
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CALCUTTA

Calcutta was one of Colonial India’s, indeed the Empire’s, busiest ports despite the fact that it was
120 miles from the Bay of Bengal up the dangerous River Hooghly (aka Hooghli aka Hugli, but
actually the Bhāgirathi - Bengali: !গলী নদী). It is one of the many tributaries of the great Ganges. It
is a very treacherous tidal river, fast flowing, twisting and tortuous, with a large tidal bore and huge
volumes of silt creating constantly changing sandbars and channels.
For nearly two thousand years before the 1530s and the arrival of the first European (Portuguese)
traders Bengal was part of the Moghul Empire and the river Hooghly was a busy if dangerous river.
The local men who piloted vessels up and down the river and its tributaries were probably native
fishermen with local knowledge of the shoals and currents. They used neither chart nor compass
and left no records behind them. The Portuguese mariner Affonso da Mello probably used them to
pilot his ships up to Satgaon in 1534, but within a few years the Portuguese had their own pilots, and
the first charts of the river were made by them. The Dutch supplanted the Portuguese around 1627,
quickly established their own pilot service and for some years had a practical monopoly of the
navigation of the Hooghly. They ran a river ferry service, did a certain amount of surveying and
charting and laid the first buoys. The ever expanding Honourable East India Company arrived on the
scene around 1620 and formed its earliest settlements in Bengal. British trade expanded quickly and
around 1640-42 an English surgeon, Gabriel Boughton, obtained Dutch (previously Portuguese)
establishments at Balasore, Orissa and “Hugli” some 25 miles above the then little village of Calcutta.
The Honourable Company eventually formed the Bengal Marine to protect its trading vessels and in
1651 the BPS was founded as part of the Bengal Marine to remove the company’s dependence on
foreign pilots so that British vessels could safely navigate the river. They charged a considerable
sum to be guided by the service’s small boats. It is thought that the first English pilots were taught
by the last of the Portuguese. On 20th November 1668 the first three formal pilot apprentices were
appointed and the Bengal Pilot Service (BPS) began providing on-board pilots and taking full
responsibility for surveying and marking the channels. By 1690 Calcutta, based on earlier small
fortifications and a British “factory”, had emerged as the head of navigation for large ocean going
vessels. In 1693 the massive Fort William (named for Britain’s new King William of Orange) was
completed cementing the town’s position as the premier military and trading centre in Bengal. For
the next hundred years Dutch and British pilots worked together but during the Napoleonic wars
Dutch trade ran down and the British eventually took full control of the river. For over 200 years the
BPS was also responsible for surveying and marking the river but at some point, and definitely by
1910, the HRSS was undertaking those tasks as a separate entity.
Conways were heavily involved with the river as mariners navigating in and out of the port, in the
Hooghli River Survey Service (HRSS) keeping the channels surveyed, clear and marked and in the
BPS responsible for guiding vessels up and down river from the sea to Garden Reach two miles
below Calcutta. They were also involved in the Calcutta Harbour Pilot Service (CHPS) handling
vessels for the short transit from Garden Reach to the port. Many other Conways made their careers
in the city and in due course expatriate boys born in Calcutta were joining Conway as cadets. All
three services’ officers were drawn from the UK. By 1890 the HRSS and CHPS were part of the
Calcutta Port Commissioners organisation, itself under the colonial Indian Government. The BPS
was an independent body reporting directly to the Indian Government.
Between 1877 and 1948 at least 10 Old Conways (OCs) served in the HRSS and at least 72 in the
BPS. At least 24 OCs lived and worked in the city including the CHPS, probably significantly more
given the number of local vessels based in the port by major shipping companies. Countless
hundreds, perhaps thousands, of OCs visited the port regularly, Travelling to it from all over the
world. This is their story and of how they contributed to the development of the river navigation, port
and city.
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THE HOOGHLY NAVIGATION

This description was written for The Cadet in 1925 by “Titch” Coombs late of the HRSS. It therefore
describes the situation for steamers transiting the navigation. The charts are his own.
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2.1

A PASSAGE TO CALCUTTA

2.1.1 To The Bay of Bengal
Austen Harold (1887-89) wrote in November 1898 reporting that his ship, the sailing ship Evesham
Abbey, had made “a very fair passage of 91 days” from the UK, the last 21 of those spent under light
winds in the Bay of Bengal. In October 1898 Charles MacDonald (1888-89) in Loch Ness reported
that he had sailed from Liverpool to Calcutta in 107 days and Calcutta to London in 75 days. Others
report of 151 day passages. Much depended on the state of the winds/monsoon in the Bay, as shown
by Albert Edwin House (1886-87) in his letter reproduced below.

The river was known to be treacherous but danger loomed further out in the bay as Charles Arthur
K Wood (1895-97) reported in February 1898 “about 100 miles from the mouth lf the Hooghly the
captain shaped his course for Sanga Island. Owing to some unknown currents we went 46 miles to
the westward of his proper course and we ran aground 18 miles form Sangos. We thought we were
all done for but the captain had the presence of mind to back the yards and we drifted off again. Had
he not done this we should probably have stuck fast and broken up and goodness knows what would
have become of us.”
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2.1.2 The River: Sandheads To Garden Reach
There were two approaches to the river from the Bay; a
western channel and an eastern channel. They were
marked by three lightships: the westernmost, called
Pilots Ridge positioned at 20° 51.5’ N. and 87° 52.5’ E.
and the easternmost called Mutlah at 20° 57’ N. and 88°
34.5’ E. They were about 40 miles apart and anchored in
deep water. Roughly midway between the two was
Eastern Channel lightship at 20° 59.5’ N. and 88° 12’ E.
They had lights 44 feet high with a visibility of 12 miles.
Any vessel approaching the Hooghly from sea should
see at least one of them. From the different patterns of
their flashing lights their identity could be determined and
thus the ship's position known and a course set to
proceed inwards. The eastern channel was also marked
by the Lower Gaspar and Upper Gaspar lightships and
buoyed with paired port and starboard buoys about 3
miles apart. Pilot brigs waited north of these lightships at
points marked on charts as Station B Pilots’ Station and
Pilots’ Station SW Monsoon, together known as the
Sandheads.
Pilots came on-board at Sandheads but depending on
the time and state of the tide, vessels might moor off
Sangos Island (aka Saugor, now Sagar Island) waiting
for the tide. This might seem an innocuous statement
except that at that time the island was impenetrable jungle virtually overrun by large and vicious
Royal Bengal Tigers. The island’s lighthouse keepers rarely moved far without a 12 bore shotgun.
There are documented cases of tigers swimming out to moored vessels at night, scaling their
wooden sides and carrying off crew members sleeping on deck! Old Conway pilots coming aboard
vessels always asking after other OCs, inviting them onto the pilot brig for a meal or to the Pilots’
“Chummery” ashore at Garden Reach, Calcutta. At Sandheads sailing vessels also picked up one
or two tugs for the 120 mile run up to Calcutta. In 1889 two of the tugs were the Warren Hastings
and Retriever. The tugs were described by one OC in 1891 as being “more like a yacht than a tug”
capable of towing a sailing ship at over 10 knots.
Sangor Island (aka Sangos) was the
mouth of the river and the water was
described as “the colour of pea soup with
jungle on either side”. About an hour after
leaving that mooring ships passed the
wreck of the Anglia with just her masts
standing out if the water – proving how
dangerous
the
river
could
be.
Approximately two hours later they
passed Canterbury Obelisk and half an
hour later Diamond Harbour before
arriving at Budge Budge, about 12 miles
from Calcutta. Depending on the time of
departure from Sangos vessels might
moor at Budge Budge overnight and
even here Conways would visit each
other’s ships. Vessels from New York
carrying oil would unload here. Further
upriver two rivers entered the river
depositing huge amounts of sediment
across the river in shoals know as James
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& Mary, named for an RN vessel wrecked there 200 years previously. Vessels often grounded on
James & Mary but were usually pulled off without fuss by their tug(s)) but reproduced above is pilot
John Knighton Chase’s (1885-87) description of the 1892 loss of the steamer Alice (5,600 tons)
on the James & Mary.
Captain Linklater recalled that “Night navigation of the Hooghly was of considerable strategic benefit
to the port of Calcutta. Before it was adequately dredged and lit in 1914-15, vessels could only
proceed so far on each tide before it turned against them or the level of water dropped to such an
extent that no further progress could be made when the vessel in question would have to anchor
and await the next tide. Speaking generally, vessels leave Calcutta about two hours before low
water; it is therefore necessary that the bars first to be crossed including Moyapore, should be
dredged to a sufficient depth to permit of vessels crossing at low water; they then proceed on the
rising tide, cross the Eastern Gut Bar as soon as they can on the rising tide, crossing Balari, again
on a falling tide, and thence to Mud Point Anchorage; Balari must therefore be dredged as may be
required. Vessels will then leave Mud Point, according to the draft, on the rising tide; the better the
Gabtola Channel, the earlier they cross on the tide, and thence to sea. Dredging the bars and lighting
the channel permitted vessels to proceed from Calcutta as far as Mud Point in one day i.e. without
having to wait for high water and by lighting the river between Mud Point and Saugor, ships were
enabled to proceed to sea the same night. More ships obviously meant more port dues for Calcutta,
and more work for pilots, stevedores etc.”
The earliest OCs’ recollections of the transit to Calcutta come from George Street (1883-85) who in
August 1939 described his first voyage in 1886:
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Lt William Stewart G.D. Atkin RNR (1882-83) describes his transit upriver to Calcutta in 1897.
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2.1.3 The Port: Garden Reach & Calcutta
When vessels arrived at Garden Reach, just below Calcutta, the BPS pilot disembarked and the
Harbour Pilot (from the Harbour Master’s Office), colloquially known as the Mud Pilot boarded to
take them the short run to the bankside Hastings’ Moorings and Esplanade Moorings (see map
below) where they might take up to 10 weeks to unload or to get alongside a wharf. These moorings
were known as the Tiers
In the late 1880s the Kidderpore Docks were built and they immediately reduced the number of
vessels moored in the Tiers. In 1928 The KGV Dock system opened so there was little need for the
Tiers anymore, especially as larger steamers meant fewer vessels were needed in port.
Donald Piercy RNR (1890-92) on his first voyage after Conway described the final approach from
Garden Reach: “proceeded past the magnificent palace of the King of Oudh, now going to wrack
and ruin. Shortly afterwards on turning a bend, we came in sight of a forest of masts - Calcutta”. As
he passed the Fanny Kerr her master called across to him and invited him to dinner, before they
were even berthed Fanny Kerr’s gig, pulled by OCs Reginald Vincent Peel (1890-92), Guy Robert
Fullagar (1890-92) and Godfrey Clements Harker (1890-92), all his term-mates at Conway, with
Captain Gibbons coxing came alongside to take him off to dinner. While in Calcutta he transferred
to the Fanny Kerr. Life at sea in those days was harsh but time in port with the Conway family must
have been a great compensation.
Departure from Calcutta was more complicated as vessels had first to turn to face downstream.
Captain Arthur David Linklater described the process circa 1910-16: “The length of vessels was
limited by the room for manoeuvre at Garden Reach, the turning ground for Calcutta Port itself. It is
that stretch of the river running roughly east-west (running across the map below). Space was very
restricted. Garden Reach was only about ¼ to ½ a mile wide and vessels could only be turned using
a combination of their own power and that of the river and tidal current. There was insufficient room
for the use of tugs or lines. The principal on which the manoeuvre is carried out is that the vessel is
turned by the action of the ebb tide which flows strongly along the left side of the channel; that by
manipulating her engines and keeping the vessel's stern in the slack water she gradually turns as
she drifts down the Reach, the manoeuvre being completed in sufficient time to enable her to
straighten up before reaching shoal water. It will be readily understood that with the present breadth
of turning ground (800 feet) there is very little room to spare when turning a 500 foot ship drawing
28 feet, particularly when it is remembered that this manoeuvre is carried out throughout the year
and during the strongest tides.”
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“We came in sight of a forest of masts”, The `Tiers, Calcutta
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Above: The Northern End Of The Tiers - Jagannath Ghat, Strand Rd in 1885 (map page 14)
Below: The Southern End Of The Tiers From Hastings Bridge Looking Back Along Garden Reach 1860s (map page 14)
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Sid Davies (42-43) describes the passage during WWII “It was during WWII that I first visited
Calcutta. In the days before radar and after some days of cloudy weather and no sun or star sights
it was a case of finding the buoy off Sandheads off the low lying marshy coast which marked the
entrance to the Hooghly. The pilot cutter would be hovering somewhere nearby and the pilot would
come aboard with his Indian manservant and a considerable amount of luggage. This would
sometimes include a set of golf clubs as they would practice putting aboard the pilot vessel. The
Bengal Pilots were considered the cream of pilots. They would hardly speak to the dock pilots in
Calcutta who were also British and we were told that this snobbery existed among their wives also.
When it was apparent after the war that the British would be banished there was a popular feeling
that the Indians could not possibly replace the Bengal pilots because of the dangers of the Hooghly
river but in the event they managed perfectly well. This snobbery existed throughout India it seems.
Some of the Brocklebank ships carried a dozen or so passengers who served in India, often in the
Indian Civil Service, and men who would be solicitors at home might well be judges in India. Their
wives were often very snobbish too. The transit of the Hooghly to and from Calcutta was quite tricky
with shallow parts and strong currents. Usually in Calcutta ships would enter Kiddapore Dock but
occasionally they would moor to buoys
in the river in Garden Reach which was
a mile or so below the Howrah Bridge
which spanned the river. This bridge,
built by Dorman Long was crammed
with humanity in cars, rickshaws,
buses and on foot. It was closed for
four hours each night to prevent
synchronism, allowing the bridge to
settle. There is now a second bridge
spanning the river I believe. In season
there was a tidal bore in the river to a
height of 12 feet or so and mooring a
ship in Garden Reach took the best
part of a day. The ship would first be
tied to buoys fore and aft and then both
Kiddapore Dock
anchors would be lowered out of their
Above: In 1910
Below: Some 7 years later with the
hawse-pipes and unshackled. A pair of
foreground dock extension complete
barges would have two “shackles” of
cable lowered into them and the barges
taken to the stern. The forward anchor
chains would be crossed and secured
to two buoys off the bow. Brocklebank
ships had hawse-pipes on their sterns
and the anchor chains brought from the
bow would be heaved aboard up the
hawse-pipes and secured to the “bitts”
and the forward end of the poop deck.
The other ends would be crossed and
secured to buoys. Two nine-sheaved
coir roped purchases would then be
fastened – one end at the bitts and the
other to the anchor cables where they came out of the hawse-pipes. Now as sailors know coir rope
(made from coconut fibre) will stretch easily and when the bore was expected the purchase would
be put on the winch and the anchor chain pulled back until there was a goodly amount lying on the
poop deck and the purchase “two blocks”. This is a nautical term indicating that the two sheaved
blocks were tight up together. When the bore came sweeping along it would throw the ship forward
and the anchor cable would become tight and the purchase would stretch until the whole weight
came on them gradually because of the effect of the stretching purchase(s). Unmooring took a long
time also.”
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In September 1946 Cadet Robert Royan (44-46) made his first trip up
the Hooghly: “On my first voyage at sea as the junior cadet on the Clan
Line first post-war ship T.S.S. Clan Cumming. Our first cargo was of
wheat and flour in bags from the U.S.A. to India which was experiencing
a severe famine. We were routed round the Cape of Good Hope having
bunkered at Trinidad.
Our first port of call was at Madras where I witnessed real poverty for the
first time. We then proceeded to Calcutta to discharge the rest of our
cargo. We picked up the Hooghly pilot at the Sand Heads, out of sight of
the land where the sea had shallowed quickly.
As junior cadet I was instructed to meet the pilot assisted by the duty
secunny at the top of the pilot ladder. At that time the pilot boarded from
a 10 oared cutter that brought him from the pilot vessel.
The pilot boarded and greeted me followed by his bearer (servant) in his
uniform and turban followed by a chest containing all the pilots personal
effects which the bridge had not told me about. I took the British pilot to
the bridge in his immaculate white uniform where he was greeted by
Captain Gossar.

Royan 1946 King’s
Gold Medal Winner
Meets HM The King

The passage to Calcutta would take about two days due to the
shallowness of the river and having to cross a number of sand bars at high water. This pilot would
take us to Calcutta port where a docking pilot, British, would dock the ship in Kidderpore Dock. What
amazed me on this first call at Calcutta was the routine with the river pilot. When it came to mealtime,
when the vessel was underway, the pilot’s bearer would set out a tablecloth on the bridge table with
his own set of cutlery and poor him a chota peg of whisky. All this accepted by the ship’s Master as
acceptable. The bearer would also check out what was being cooked in the officers’ galley.
By this time however British officers were no longer being recruited for the Bengal Pilot Service. I
understand that up until out bleak of war the would offer employment to Conway Boys, with certain
conditions. This pilot whose name was Colquhoun as I recall, Chief Officer F H Thornton RNR and
cadet Greenfield as well as myself were all Old Conway’s.”
Robert recalls his last voyage up the river in 1973 as Master of the tanker Hector Heron:
“Needless to say times had changed and the
Indian pilot had no bearer and lived like the rest
of us. Again it took a long time due to the
vessels draught and the pilot reckoned at least
two days giving this information to the port
authority and our agent. On the first night when
we anchored the pilot asked if we had films on
board and could he watch one. We had films
and he chose one and one of our cadets had
the honour of showing it. When we were under
way again the pilot said he had enjoyed the film
very much and he now thought we could arrive
at Calcutta about 12 hours earlier! This information was passed to our agent and port authority. We
also had a crew change to make.
On arrival at the tanker berth in the river we had to make fast to buoys using our anchor cables
because of the bore that comes up the river at the tide change. However our agents had not informed
the Customs of our early arrival or the seamen’s union. The result was that our leaving crew had
nobody collecting duty or crew members giving gifts to union officials. Needless to say the made life
difficult for the ship despite the fact that it was nothing to do with the ship. Needless to say we were
pleased to sail and I understand that Calcutta as a port for ocean ships has ceased and the river
silting up. And new port for deep sea vessels now operates much neater to the Bay of Bengal.”
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LIFE IN PORT

Having arrived in port ships might spend 10 weeks or
more unloading. This section considers OCs’
experiences. The Cadet’s Editorial in May 1891
observed that “Amongst the first class ports of the British
Empire Calcutta takes a leading place, and its
connection with the Conway is both direct and
considerable, from the number of cadets who are in the
Bengal Pilot Service (BPS) permanently stationed there,
as well as from many others who are apprentices in the
large sailing ships frequenting the port. It is well known
that these youths are exposed to many temptations
there, but until recently very little was done to counteract
their evil influences.” The temptations were apparently
so great that the Hooghly River Chaplain, Rev., Charles
Hopkins delivered a lecture in Conway at Rock Ferry on
Sunday 12th April 1891, remarking that “many a bright,
happy and manly young fellow has a made a shipwreck
of his life and prospects I Calcutta”. I am sure most OCs
would have felt drawn to the place! He encouraged
cadets to visit him in Calcutta where he could divert
them to more wholesome activities. There was also a
Sailor’s Home and a floating church to occupy the less
adventurous. Kipling wrote a poem about Calcutta, “The
Ballad of Fisher's Boarding House”. It conveys
something if the character of the city and is reproduced
in Annex A.
Study of the Old Boys’ News section in The Cadet (1887
to 1895) shows that the port was so frequently visited by
British vessels in the latter part of the 19th century that
at any one time there were well over 40 vessels in port
with at least 10 of them carrying OCs. They also show
that vessels might carry between three and six Conway
apprentices as well as officers who were Conways. 1
Similarly, around a dozen other vessels were regularly
listed as making for or from Calcutta with OCs on board.
Many vessels plied a regular shuttle route e.g. New York
- Calcutta or Liverpool - Calcutta, making up to two
round trips each year. I’ve decided not to list the names
of all OCs known to have visited the port as it would be
a huge and, of necessity, incomplete list. Instead I quote
incidents that give some insight into life in the port for
OCs.
1890 March 17th: The preponderance of Conways in
Calcutta, and ships generally was shown by a letter from
Albert Edwin House (1886-87) RNR writing from the
Sindia in the Tiers: “I am the only Conway boy in her
now, except our Second Mate Mr Cobham (actually
Cochran 1874-76). Edwards (1886-87) has left us (for
the Belfast) taking the place of her Third Mate, Mr White
(1860-62)”. There were similar numbers of OWs as well
so it is not surprising that large numbers sought each
other out. The same could be said of Chittagong, San
1

Note that prior to 1910-20 old boys referred to themselves simply as ”Conways”. Our usage of “Old Conways” only started
after the Club was founded.
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Francisco, Chittagong, Liverpool, Iquique (often 100 vessels in port), Port Pirie, Rio de Janeiro,
Sydney, New York, Philadelphia, Rangoon, Valparaiso and countless other ports around the world.
In Calcutta, traditional Conway - Worcester rivalries continued with sporting “matches” being
arranged and often reported in the press.
1889 November 11th: the Indian Daily News reported a cricket match on the 9th between Conway
Old Boys & The Nautical World. It is replicated on the previous page.
1889 September: Harold (1887-89) once more approaching Calcutta reported that they were hard
at work “getting everything painted and cleaned up for Calcutta, because the captains all try to show
off their vessels, which they can because the ships are moored in long lines, four abreast” in the
Tiers.
1890: Throughout the year there were concerts
ashore every Thursday in the Sailors’ Home
organised by the Chaplain there, and
supported by the local ex-pat community.
Arthur Rostron (1885-86) and a group of
other apprentices decided to stage their own
concert in the Theatre Royal. A committee was
formed “Conway’s to the fore as always”
including Arthur Hodgson Nelson (1885-87)
and George Todd Pickford (1885-87). The
story is concluded in the article on above left.
From 1912 Rostron was know as the Hero of
The Titanic having raced to the scene and
saved her surviving passengers in his liner the
Carpathia.

Rostron 1912 - the
Hero of The Titanic

1890: Much longer was spent in port in those halcyon
days; George William Williams (1886-88) in Parthenope
spent six weeks in the port in early 1890 and “had a very
enjoyable time” meeting several Conways. Having a good
time in Calcutta seemed to be the norm. Harold wrote in
November saying he and another Conway - Miller (188689) were going to Secunderabad for Christmas.
Fruit was to be had in abundance, one cadet reporting he
was (easily) eating four bunches of bananas a day.

Parthenope 1897
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1890 February: ex CPO Arthur Bernard Crosse (1883-85) wrote that he
was at home recuperating from a serious injury while Second Mate mooring
the Fulwood at Calcutta on 1st January: “… I fell into the mooring boat on top
of the chain … my fall was 26 feet … I was taken to hospital and was
insensible for four days. I broke four or five ribs, and part of the hip bone,
besides several internal injuries and other minor ones”. He was repatriated
to the UK, his place in Fulwood taken by another Conway Hugh McNeile
Dibb (1883-84) in port and seeking a new berth. Dibb later joined Conway’s
staff (seen right in 1906) and was an avid sailor encouraging all cadets to
maximum use of her small boats. All turned out well for Crosse and by
February 1891 he was at Rangoon, back as Second Mate in Fulwood.
1892 February: Charles Walter Stevens (1889-90) reported that while
waiting in Calcutta he had been invited, as a diversion, on a 10 day trip down river to the
Soondabunds, a complex of waterways now known as the
Sundarband. He travelled in one of three “flats”, the Jellinghi,
260’ long, 30’ beam with a corrugated iron roof and a steering
oar some 15’ long. Despite an extremely detailed itinerary of
creeks, islands, points, rivers and ports it is impossible to
recreate his journey as all the places have changed their
colonial names, apart from Budge Budge.
1891 October: August Edward Harold RNR (1887-89) in the
Evesham Abbey arrived in Calcutta after a smart passage if
just 83 days from Liverpool to Calcutta. They waited two
months to unload a cargo of salt and then load cutch, saltpetre
and jute for New York.
1892 April 1st: If cadets were tired of long stays in the port the
Government of Bengal made it worse by deciding that
absolutely no loading or unloading was to take place on
Sundays.
1893 : Clarence Aylen (1890-92) wrote from the James Kerr
at Esplanade Moorings to say there were at least 50 OCs and
12 OWs in the port and that the master of the Cairniehill,
Captain Faraday had organised a crew of OCs and
challenged the OWs to a four oared boat race. Faraday
offered to present a silver cup to the winning crew. The
challenge was accepted and the race took place on 2nd March
in the New Docks. The Conway crew were, Cox: William
Sandford Hoseason (1887-89) from the Cairniehil. He was
in Conway with crew member Sinnatt. Later in life he was
Harbour Master at Bombay based in Alexandra Dock for
many years around 1918), Stroke: Albert Reginald Walker
(1887-88) from the Slieve Roe, Second Stroke: M James
Henderson (1888-90), Second Bow: Herbert le Gross H C
G Sinnatt (1887-89) from the Cairniehill (He was in Conway
with cox Hoseason. His family was from Jersey, CI where a
street is named for them. Appointed Sub Lt RNR on 24th Apr
1902) and Bow: Rupert Edward Moorhead (1888-90) from
the Loch Carron. On race day many thousands of spectators
lined the banks to watch the race. It was described in the local
newspaper “The pace was very fast, the Conway cox
standing up and working vigorously all the way. On nearing
the home buoy the Worcester cox followed his example, both
crews straining their upmost to secure the victory, which
resulted in the Conway crew passing the buoy about half a
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Top: Evesham Abbey
Above: James Kerr
Below: Loch Carron
Bottom: Slieve Row

length in front of their opponents. Both the crews were loudly cheered.” The race and cup were
pictured, see below. Despite the clarity of the buildings it has not been easy to determine the race’s
location. Researchers in Calcutta believe the towers to be of the original old Portuguese Church in
Bandel, since remodeled as the Basilica Church. The river has silted and moved further away from
the building since 1893. The cup was donated to the Conway Club. They loaned it to the RN
Dockyard Museum at Plymouth for display for many years and then it was loaned to the Lyme Regis
Gig Club for a while as a cup for junior racing.

1893 July 30th: There were so many cadets in port Charles Walter Stevens (1888-90) in the
Balmoral decided to organise a football and rugby team. On he held a meeting at No 8 Clyde Road,
Hastings Promenade (now Clyde
Row) at which the Officers’ &
Apprentices’ Football Club (the
O&AFC) was founded. A playing
field was arranged on the Maidan
(behind Hastings Promenade,
now Strand Road) - possibly seen
on the right of the photo of the
Tiers above. The Maidan is a
busy sporting venue and public
park to this day. Part of his long
and serialised article in The
Cadet is reproduced below. OCs
mentioned as playing are Hugh
Delvas Clough (1888-90) and
Harry Hacking Lingard (1886The Maidan 1868
88).
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Not content with forming the O&AFC Charles Walter Stevens (1888-90) then founded the Officer
& Apprentices Dancing Club (O&ADC) - doubtless encouraged by the number of young ladies who
turned out to watch the football and rugby matches. Membership cost 40 rupees to join and 2 rupees
a month. There were three practice dances and one social dance each month. On 23rd August 1893
they held a their first ball, described below.
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From 1896 and into the new century the eclipse of the sailing vessel began in earnest and quickly
accelerating in pace. Streamers were faster, had increasingly greater carrying capacity and did not
need expensive tugs on the river. Immediately the number of sailing vessels calling at Calcutta began
to drop, steamers carried only one to two apprentices and time in port shortened dramatically. There
were far fewer seafarers and they had far less time on their hands. As shown below The Tiers began
to look very different with their forests of masts replaced by stumps of smoking funnels.
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1897: William Stewart G D Atkin RNR (1882-83) published a series of articles in The Cadet about
Calcutta. He focussed on the sites, sounds and smells of the city giving an interesting but damning
description of the city and its inhabitants, both native an ex pat. His un-complementary comments
were strongly refuted by Thomas Matthew Munro (1887-89) in the July 1897 issue. In his seventh
year in the HRSS Munro, who had been born and brought up in Calcutta, doubted (politely) that
anything in Atkins’s reports was correct.
1897 February: Charles Arthur K Wood (1895-97) arrived in Calcutta for the first time and thought
it “a rather dirty place. I don't mean the European Quarter but in the native quarter it is horrible. They
live in mud huts, no
chimney pieces and 20 of
a family all squatting
around a charcoal fire.
They are good to you if
you are good to them.
Some
are
very
treacherous and would
knife you as soon as look.
I hope to bring a parrot
back, could have a
monkey but captain will
not have them on-board”.
Times were obviously
changing as he made no
mention of the high social
life his predecessors had
taken for granted. Munro
was in England and so
gave a lecture in Conway on The Hooghly River
showing slides of the many wrecks along the river
caused by recent monsoons “some high up on the
bank, others piled one on top of the other”.
1906 April: Term mates Lionel Nichole (03-05)
and William Fooker Perry (03-05) wrote from the
ship Main in Calcutta that they had been laid up in
the port for three months “and are getting rather
tired of it”. They had held a boat race against the
engineers of the Port Defence an beaten them.
Around the same time “WG” Gibson DSO MC OBE
(02-04) was waiting in the Tiers. His messmates
“were in the habit of scraping all the food scraps
onto one tin pate, which they would then bang
smartly against the open porthole. As the pate was
a little bigger than the porthole, the garbage would
be shot straight out into the river, but unfortunately
one day this handy operation was performed just
as the Captain was going down the gangway in his
smartest suit of white duck. He caught the lot, and
must have taken it as a personal attack for he
ordered all the portholes to be closed for the rest
of the ship’s stay in the river, though the
temperature and humidity were terrific”.
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By 1911 The Cadet rarely mentioned Calcutta, steamships had finally closed down the halcyon days
on the Tiers and ashore. Where once The Cadet magazine’s “We Have Heard From” and “Letters”
columns were full of mentions of ships en route for, in, or departing Calcutta, now the port was hardly
mentioned. Old Boys serving under sail were the exception not the rule. In 1915 there was only one
mention in The Cadet of an OC in port at Calcutta.
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1940: James Hume (38-40) joined Clan Line from Conway and in May 1940
was serving in Clan Chatten (below). She sailed in convoy from the UK via
Cape Town and thence to Calcutta. They changed Indian crews as it was
Clan Line’s policy to change their crews on every visit to Calcutta. Most crew
members were very experienced having served with Clan Line for many
years. They did not allow family members to serve in the same ship. “Orders
were given in Hindi so every officer had to learn the language. The lascars
suffered badly from the cold, and many had inadequate clothing for the North
Atlantic until arrival in Britain when the Seamen’s Mission used to provide
them with woollens and an odd assortment of second-hand clothing. The crew
were loyal and cheerful and good seamen but their quarters reeked of ghee, the cooking fat they
used as a cooking base and a distinctive odour that permeated all Indian crew ships”. They also
coaled ship and loaded a cargo of tobacco and jute. “Sprawling Calcutta was an eye opener. The
comparison between poverty and wealth was appalling, the heat and humidity were oppressive, and
coaling ship by women carrying coal up planks in baskets seemed an incredibly inefficient means of
loading bunkers but emphasised the pittance labourers were paid. Coal dust and sweat are not
conducive to comfort and the dust permeated everywhere even with everything closed down, which
further aggravated our discomfort. Calcutta gave me the opportunity to buy cheap tailor made tropical
uniforms and although many said that
it was ‘half cotton, half rotten’, by
proving English cotton for the sewing
they provided excellent wear. No one
was sorry to leave Calcutta for
Rangoon” and then Liverpool where
they arrived in September having
travelled without escorts but at 16
knots zig-zagging to avoid submarine
attacks. By November he was back in
Calcutta for another crew change, to
coal and take on cargo before heading
off to Madras and then the UK.
1941 June: James Hume (38-40) was in Calcutta again, still in Clan Chatten. They bunkered,
changed crew and loaded a cargo of jute, tobacco and ground nuts. To avoid submarine attacks
they returned to the UK via Cape Town, South America, the West Indies, up the US coast almost to
the Arctic Circle before crossing to port in Glasgow.
1945 August 15th: Sid
Davies (42-43) “I was in
Calcutta on VJ Day (and in
Bombay when
Germany
packed in – went to the
victory parade there). In
Calcutta we painted the hull
black as the old man wanted
to be first ship home in
peacetime colours.”

Left The River in 1945
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It “might take up to 10 weeks to unload”
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1946: William Ernest Peto (41-43) was in Calcutta in the Samesk where he
met David Livingstone Aitchison (32-34) (right) who was a senior officer
with the BISN Co
1946: Sid Davies (42-43) recalls: “I was there quite a few times – mostly in
very troubled times. Before the partition of the continent into Pakistan, India
and Bangladesh there was a period of great instability when riots and fighting
made things very dangerous. Bloated bodies of victims would be swept down
the river with birds pecking at their flesh. It was dangerous to go ashore and
Aitchison 1934 Summer
taxi drivers for instance would only operate within their tribal areas. One
Gig Crew
Scottish passenger who was returning from leave to his job in a jute mill
downriver was, we were told, thrown into the boiler of the factory where he was a supervisor.”
On a later trip “In Garden Reach we had to free a dead body from the moorings as it got caught
floating down stream. Once in this troubled period a relative by marriage wrote to me to ask if would
try and find out why a carpet he had ordered and paid for hadn’t arrived. He was a sparks during
the war and left the sea by then. I got a taxi and got so far when the driver said he could go no
further and so I had to get another and continue. When I got to the address there was no trace of
the shop so I went to the local police station. There were cells there which were crammed to the
gun’ls with prisoners. Looking back it was a daft thing to do as they were doing all sorts of bad things
to whites.”
1947 August 15th Independence Day: At least two OCs were in Calcutta on Independence Day:
Davies: “The last time I left
Calcutta was in 1947 on the day
they received their freedom from
British rule and we could see the
parades in the villages as we
passed downstream. The ship
was the 9,000 ton Mathura (seen
right on the Thames), built in
WWI and shortened at Smith’s
Dock on the Tees as she was too
long to turn easily in the Hooghly.
Three other ships were similarly
shortened in the 1930’s – they
were the Mangalore, Magdapur,
and Manipur.”
1963 January 1st: Mike Sanders
(58-61) arrived in Calcutta in MV
North Devon (shown right)
carrying grain from Baton Rouge.
On the night before he had rung
16 bells. “We were tied to a buoy,
via the anchor chain, and to this
day I can see the tidal bore that
came down the Hooghly River.
We did a part discharge into
lighters and then went into the
docks at Kidderpore. The smell of
the place was unbelievable. Out
first night ashore we made our
way to the Grand Hotel in
Chowringhee Centre, now known as the Oberoi Grand, which was at the end of what was the
equivalent of The Mall with the racecourse on one side and a golf course on the other with these old
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Morris Cowley Taxis, made in India as your transport. It was so cheap as well. It took the dockers
about two weeks to unload as everything was done by hand. The grain was put into gunny sacks
and then into netting before going over the side onto lorries or river lighters. The dockers chewed
betel nuts and many of them had reddish black teeth and acted if they were on pot! 48 hrs before
we were due to sail, I woke up in agony with two nearly shut eyes and a top lip that had swollen to
virtually cover my nostrils. I had an abscess in one of my front teeth and I was taken by the Agent to
a Sikh dentist, who was fantastic. He said that normally he would give me penicillin to get rid of the
abscess, but as I was soon to sail he would extract it having put cotton wool in my mouth and warning
me that the injection would hurt, and it did, after about ten minutes he extracted the tooth and I
fainted! I came too and he said that If I came back the following day he would have a plate ready
with a replacement. It cost under a £1 and I had it for at least 10 years before I had a bridge made.”
1963 April: About three months later, Sanders was back in Calcutta, again carrying grain: “we went
from Geralton, Western Australia to Calcutta, and the experience was the same, apart from the Sh**e
Hawks that dive bombed you. I don't know whether or not it was just the time of year, but there were
thousands of them!”

KGV Dock In 1958.
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4

CALCUTTA PORT COMMISSIONERS

4.1

THE HOOGHLI RIVER SURVEY SERVICE (HRSS)

4.1.1 The Service & Its Work
The HRSS was part of the Calcutta Port Commissioners which was part of the colonial Indian
Government Service. The river channel was constantly shifting so the HRSS existed to survey and
mark the navigation. In 1894 they had three vessels, Tigris, Resolute and Cuckoo. By 1909
Retriever, Industry and Guide are listed but it is not clear if they were replacements or supplements.
Resolute was the largest and “did all the pulling about of lightships, provisions and waters them
every month, repairs and repaints all the buoys every year and does any surveying required beyond
Sangor Island. The Tigris, about half the size of the Resolute, does all the surveying below Diamond
Harbour and as far as Sangor, replenishes the Refuge Houses every year and surveys the river from
bank to bank every cold weather. The Cuckoo, smaller than the Tigris, does all the surveying above
Diamond Harbour and all the narrow channels behind islands etc.” In 1907 the powerful suction
dredger Sandpiper was put into commission, mainly to deal with the bars on the upper reaches,
while the suction dredger Balari was commissioned in 1913 to deal with the lower reaches. In 1914,
the two principle survey vessels were the paddle steamers Diligence for the upper reaches, i.e. from
Fulta point to Pir Serang, and Industry for the lower reaches, i.e. Diamond Harbour to Saugor. There
were also the single screw launches Sadie and Waterwitch; steam cutters Ethel, Wasp, Gnat,
Reajuddy and Bee; and the dispatch vessel Retriever. A twin screw vessel named Vigilance was
used if one of the other vessels was out of commission. Until 1904 the Retriever had been
commanded by the
River Surveyor, but
thereafter had a
permanent
Commander
appointed.
William
Harry
“Titch” Coombs (Conway 07-09) (HRSS
09-13) wrote the brief summary right of the
HRSS in 1925 April edition of The Cadet
(page 7).
Captain
Arthur
David
Linklater
reported
that
around 1915 the whole
approach from Saugor to
Calcutta was surveyed
once a month; the more important bars
(unavoidable obstructions across the bed
of the channel caused by sand banks and
general silting) were surveyed at least once
a fortnight. The "more important bars" were
Moyapore, Ninan, Eastern Gut - also called
Hooghly Point - Gabtola, Balari and James
& Mary. Of these, the Eastern Gut, Ninan
and Moyapore were sounded daily and the information telegraphed to Calcutta and Diamond
Harbour. They produced incredibly detailed charts which, reflecting the dangers of the river, had
warnings printed all over them, e.g. "heavy breakers during bad weather". Practically every crossing
was surveyed once every neap tide. The resulting charts were then rushed up to Calcutta,
lithographed and coloured by skilled Bengali draughtsmen and handed to the Pilot Office, sometimes
within 12 hours of survey. Their work was considered second to none. The river changed so
frequently that “the worst stretches had to be surveyed every day and the pilots kept fully informed
of the latest conditions for which purpose a complete telegraph system was installed from Calcutta
to Diamond Harbour. The results of the surveyors’ work, the exact state of the river, and the depth
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of water on the several bars were kept posted at both ends”. They were updated four or five times a
day. These tidal semaphores and gauges also required constant attention and maintenance. They
were located at Moyapore, Hooghly Point, Balari, Phuldobie, Kedgeree, Ulubaria, Royapore, Fulta,
Kidderpore, Panchpara, and Gunga Saugor Creek.
Channels were also dredged to admit deeper vessels. The Eastern Gut required the most time from
dredgers, but dredging could only happen under favourable weather conditions. On average the
Eastern Gut was dredged four months of the year. Dredging on the lower reaches was limited to the
"two fine months of the year." The alternative to dredging was the construction of ‘training walls’ but
these were deemed prohibitively expensive. They performed an incredible amount of work and this
grew year on year from 1903 to 1914 as the table2 shows.

1903
165
25
126
7

Navigation marks
Survey marks
Buoys - river approaches
Light vessels - river approaches
Cask buoys - Diamond Harbour to
Calcutta
47
Gas buoys - port
4
Gas buoys - lower reaches
5
Semaphores with tide gauges
5
Plans & notices published
823
Soundings taken
261,648
No. of vessels
64,288
Deepest vessel
Longest vessel

2

circa 1914
210
70
Same?
Same?
51
6
15
7
1,021
1,245,017
85,348
28’ 10”
520 ft

From a report by the Deputy Conservator, Captain F.A.Lovell, published in the Calcutta broadsheet ‘The Statesman’, on
21st February 1914
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Examples of HRSS Charts.
Below: 1910 produced by Munroe, Coombs, O’Brien and others.
Bottom: Sandheads & Saugor Light Lat. 21° 38’ 40.1" N and Long. 88° 2’ 27.2" E
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4.1.2 Old Conways In The HRSS
1894 May 9th: The first OC to report on life
on the HRSS was Thomas Matthew
Munro (1887-89). He had been born
and brought up in Calcutta and on
joining the ship in 1887 his address
was 1 American Ghatt, Calcutta. In
1894 he wrote to Conway from his
base at Diamond Harbour He
thought his promotion prospects
were poor. He said he was at
(continued in letter right):
1896 May 7th Munro wrote from Hooghly
Point that he had been Master of the
Cuckoo since August 1895 having
passed for Master (Home Trade) and
qualified as a BPS pilot. He was also
in the RNR doing his training in
Mercury at Singapore. He claimed
that “having had to survey both in
and out of the channels, and from
bank to bank, we know more of the
river and unused channels than any
pilot”.
1897 April 29th: he was in command of the
BPS’s “despatch vessel” Resolute, “I
have been constantly on the river in
all directions from the Sandheads to
20 miles above Calcutta for the last
6.5 years”.
1909 The HRSS changed its recruitment
policy in a way that indicted that they
might in future take all their
apprentices from Conway. The first
three to trial the system are listed
below.
1909 July: Cadets William Harry “Titch”
Coombs (07-09), Thomas Henry
Hudson (07-09) and Charles G H
Laidlaw (07-09) left Conway and
joined the HRRS as Probationer
Assistant Surveyors (The Cadet lists
them as joining the Calcutta River
Survey (CRS) although this was a
mistake, they joined the HRSS.)
1909 December: The HRSS recruited
three more cadets
Kenneth
Douglas Lane (07-09), William
Joseph Garnett (07-09) and Arthur
W O Thompson (08-09).
Laidlaw & Thompson 1909 Easter 1st XV
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1910 February 10th Lane wrote to Conway recounting their experiences. He and Garnett had been
appointed to the RSV Industry under her master Munro. Lane’s letter is reproduced below left.
1910 April 29th: Coombs had first been appointed to the Guide but recently had moved to the
Retriever. He was living in a houseboat named Hilda served by a steam launch and was
surveying the junction of the Hooghly and Ganges. One of his letters is below right.

1911 August: K Lane wrote to say that he had been replaced in Retriever the previous April by
Garnett, and that Coombs was serving in Industry.
1913 June: Coombs was back in the UK and living at 147 Station Road, Church End, Finchley,
London. He had resigned from the HRSS after four years to join the MN and complete his deep
sea apprenticeship. A profile of his life is below.
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Captain William Henry “Titch” Coombs (07-08) CBE RNR
FRGS MInstT
Titch was born on 15th July 1893 and he soon discovered his passion
for the sea and began his first steps to command in 1907 when he
joined the training ship H.M.S. Conway on the River Mersey for two
years of pre-sea training. His first appointment was to India’s Hoogli
River Survey Service. As was common at the time he also became
a part-time officer in the Royal Naval Reserve (RNR). In 1913 he left
the River Survey for the merchant service but in 1914 he was
mobilized into the RN for the duration of World War I. On
demobilization he returned to the MN until he had obtained his Extra
Master’s Certificate at which point in 1921 he joined the Chinese
Maritime Customs Service as a cartographer.
He cared deeply about his profession and was very distressed that it did not have proper public
recognition and that generally Master Mariners were not treated well by their employers. In 1921,
incensed by the unfair dismissal of a sea captain friend he immediately resigned his post, left the
sea and returned to England determined to improve the status and circumstances of merchant sea
captains and to devote his time to the welfare of others.
He turned out to be a first class businessman. He formed the Navigators & General Insurance
Company to enable officers to insure themselves against the loss of their professional certificates
following an official enquiry into the loss of a ship, a collision or other accident. It had an immensely
beneficial effect on the lives of shipmasters and officers in the British MN and, indirectly, to MN
officers in many other countries. As part of that work he studied law and was called to the Bar in
1932.
On 18th August 1922, he published an article in Lloyd’s List under the pseudonym “Navigatex”
outlining a scheme for the formation of an institution which would draw to it navigators in the
merchant service holding the highest qualifications only. It was a comprehensive scheme to create,
for the senior officers of the British merchant service, a central body worthy of their professional skill
and tradition. It generated huge interest and brought him into contact with the kindred spirit that was
Sir Robert Burton-Chadwick. Together they shaped proposals for what became the Honourable
Company of Master Mariners
In 1925 he published his book, The Nation’s Keymen in which:
“He set out in plain language the debt that this island kingdom owes to
‘those who go down to the sea in ships’ and, indeed, how far it fell
short in meeting that debt. It stirred the nation and gave pride to
every seaman who walked a ship’s bridge.”3
His tireless work inspired many others and in 1928 he was influential in the
formation of the Officers’ (Merchant Navy) Federation (becoming its
General Manager) through which many British and Commonwealth
officers’ associations worked together on key issues and eventually saw
the achievement of unity of representation in the material affairs of
seagoing officers of the Merchant Service which will ever remain
associated with his name.
In 1932 he formed The Watch Ashore to represent the interests of MN officers’ wives who were
always left behind with little or no support from shipping companies as their husbands roamed the
sea in their service.

3

Review by Captain E Hewitt RD RNR
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Leaving no stone unturned, he organised a 23,000 signature petition that resulted in the creation of
the Merchant Navy Officers’ Pension Fund. Later he was instrumental in forming the Central Board
for the Training of MN Officers. In 1936 he formed the Navigation & Engineer Officers’ Union with
retired BPS pilot John Knighton Chase (1885-87). He was elected President of the Officers’ MN
Federation and in 1942 returned to active service at sea for the rest of World War II.
After the war his services were in even greater demand. He became a Younger Brother of Trinity
House, a member of the Baltic & Mercantile Shipping Federation, a council member of the Royal
Geographical Society, Chairman of the MN Officers’ Pension Fund, a member of the Worshipful
Company of Shipwrights and of the Institute of Transport, a founder of the Sail Training Association
and Vice Chairman of the MN Training Board. The latter re-enforced by his roles as governor of
H.M.S. Conway, the Nautical College, Pangbourne and the College of Navigation, Southampton.
He was made a CBE in 1947 and in 1952 was granted the honorary rank of Captain RNR, a rare
accolade.
He died as he would have wished, at sea on 29th June 1969, was cremated
in the great seaport of Genoa and his ashes scattered at sea.
The Man
Captain William “Titch” Coombs was a quite extraordinary man; physically
very short, a close friend described him as:
“somewhat lacking in inches, a fact he often referred to when he began one
of his inimitably witty speeches”
but he was undoubtedly a giant of a man with a great heart and generous
nature.
The two cartoons give us an impression of his character; inevitably chirpy,
dapper, garrulous, cheerful and gregarious. His photo above shows us
another side. The forthright, penetrating gaze of a man who sees to the heart
of an issue, who will speak his mind but stand by you as an unwavering friend
to the end. First and foremost an upright sea captain, proudly wearing his
medals of service and an independent streak reflected in the jaunty angle of
his cap. A man fashioned in HMS Conway and forged in The Hooghly River Survey Service.
He was a highly intelligent man and during his Conway training he
“showed unmistakable signs of that alert intellect that was to manifest itself throughout his life, for
in 1909 he won the Gold Medal of the MMSA for the greatest proficiency in all subjects and
eight other prizes, probably a record that stands to this day.”4
The sea was his anchor and hope. Every moment of his life was dedicated to its cause but above all
he was a deeply caring and compassionate man who would not stand by in the face of unfairness
and need. Indeed he forsook his own promising career on a whim, outraged at the shabby treatment
of a brother officer whose future had been unfairly ruined. He entered business to put matters right
and succeeded almost by force of amiable persuasion alone. With seemingly boundless energy he
filled his tiny frame to bursting with enough good causes for several men and a workload that would
have overwhelmed most people. Yet he was never so busy that he could not make time to talk to
anyone who called on him at his Norfolk home.
1913 June: Matthew Fletcher Cope (11-13) arrived in Calcutta to join the HRSS and reported that
he “likes the service very well”.
4

Obituary in H.M.S. Conway’s The Cadet magazine, October 1969, pages 88 and 89.
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1913 November: Lane (07-09) was still in service with his address c/o Port Commissioners, Calcutta.
1914 July 23rd: Munro, back in the UK on leave, visited Conway.
1915 April: obviously unable to settle in Calcutta, Cope retuned to the UK
and applied to join the Royal Marines.
1915 October: John William Muirhead (03-05) was reported as serving in
the HRSS. This is the first mention of him in that service. However by
August 1916 he was serving as a Marine Surveyor with Norman
Stewart & Co, Calcutta.
1916 December: Hugh Benjamin Michealson-Yeates (11-13) was
serving in the HRSS although he left Conway in 1913 with the aim of
becoming a tea planter in Ceylon.

Michealson-Yeates
Christmas 1912 Rugby 1st
XV

1922 April: Michealson-Yeates was in charge of
the HRSS station at Hooghli Point.
1930 July 30th: The HRSS advised IMMS
Dufferin, India’s equivalent of Conway and
Worcester, that they intended to start
accepting their cadets. The first Indian
boys taken into the HRRS were S K Roy
and (later Admiral) R D Kitari. Kitari’s
autobiography described the service then
and most importantly for the first time in
this narrative he exposes in the racial
prejudice of the native British and
“Domiciled Europeans” against Indians,
people they thought “unlikely to make the
grade”. We see the emergence of Indian
mariners perfectly capable of and
determined to succeed in the HRSS and
the BPS.
4.2

CALCUTTA
SERVICE

HARBOUR

&

PILOT

The CHPS controlled the port and provided a
Harbour (Mud) Pilot for the last mile from Gaden
Reach to the Tiers/Docks. Very little is known
about the service. The BPS was as separate
body although plans to move them to the Port
Commissiers to give the Commissioners full
control over the river were rejected in 1923 the
merger finally happened in 1948.
1912 December: Henry Francis (1898-1900) left the Asiatic Steam Navigation Company and
joined the Calcutta Port Commissioners as an Assistant Harbourmaster in the CHPS.
1914 June: Compton and Henry Peter Dunster (1899-1901) were both listed as in the CHPS.
1915 June: Compton was listed as in the CHPS.
4.3

PORT COMMISIONERS / HRSS / CHPS ENSIGN &CREST

1883 - 96, a blue ensign was used defaced with the words Port Trust Calcutta on a quartered roundel.
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1896 - 1949 the Port Trust became the Port Commissioners and the badge shown below was used
on a defaced red ensign which was therefore adopted by the HRSS.

1950 At Independence the Union Flag in the ensign’s quarter was replaced with the Indian flag.

See 12.5.5 for the modern port’s badge which retains the quartered roundel.
4.4

LIST OF OLD CONWAYS IN THE CALCUTTA PORT COMMISIONERS

The following OCs’ names have been discovered to date. Their Conway years are in parentheses.
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4.4.1 List Of Old Conways In The HRSS
1.

Coombs, William Harry “Titch” (07-09). See profile on pages 24 and 25.

2.

Cope, Matthew Fletcher (11-13). Left the HRSS in 1915 and joined the Royal Marines.

3.

Garnett, William Joseph (07-09).

4.

Hudson, Thomas Henry (07-09).

5.

Laidlaw, Charles G H (07-09).

6.

Lane, Kenneth Douglas (07-09). Eventually left the HRSS and re-joined Conway as a member
of her technical staff.

7.

Michealson-Yeates, Hugh Benjamin (11-13). Moved to Ceylon to be a tea planter in 1913 but
joined the HRSS instead.

8.

Muirhead, John William (03-05). Left the HRSS by August 1916 he was serving as a Marine
Surveyor with Norman Stewart & Co, Calcutta.

9.

Munro, Thomas Matthew (1887-89). The first OC to report on life on the HRSS. He had been
born and brought up in Calcutta and on joining Conway in 1887 his address was from 1
American Ghatt, Calcutta.

10.

Thompson, Arthur W O (08-09).

4.4.2 List Of Old Conways In The CHPS
1.

Compton, Henry Francis (1898-1900). Role not known.

2.

Dunster, Henry Peter (1899-1901) Role not known.

3.

Francis, Henry (1898-1900) Joined the CHPS as an Assistant Harbourmaster in December
1912.
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5

THE BENGAL PILOT SERVICE (BPS)

“The position of a pilot in the Bengal service is surely the most splendid gift the mercantile marine
can offer.”
“Perhaps the most interesting set of navigators in existence.” Rudyard Kipling (in From Sea to Sea).
He also said “They certainly are men and they carry themselves as such, big men, carefully dressed”.
5.1

JOINING THE SERVICE

The BPS was a sizeable service as the table on the right from 1853 shows. It
offered far better promotion prospects than most small sailing shipping
companies of the period. Conways started joining the BPS as Apprentices
(later, Leadsmen) in 1877, straight from the ship. The arrangements for these
appointments have not been found. However, on 11th January 1895 the India
Office wrote to Conway and Worcester with new arrangements for the BPS.
These were for the selection of candidates from the UK so presumably other
arrangements were in place for local recruits. The main change was that
candidates had to be between 18 and 22 years of age, and possess a Second
Mate’s certificate. As vacancies occurred the management committees of the
two training ships were specially allowed to take it in turn to nominate one old
boy meeting the criteria and who had passed out “with credit”. Conway and
Worcester effectively were given first refusal on most appointments to the BPS.
Cadets recommended for the BPS then had to pass a stiff medical examination
at the India Office, London. If they passed the medical they had to arrange their
own passage to Calcutta.
1900 November: BPS recruits now received a signing on surety of £50, had to sign on for a five year
contract and remain in India for all that time before receiving a short paid leave in the UK. If they left
the service early they had to repay the surety. Travel to India was arranged by the service. Two
years paid home leave was granted after 10 years service and one year’s paid leave after 18 years
of service. Then three year’s sick leave was granted but
not more than one year at a time. Special home leave
was allowed if circumstance warranted it. A month’s
local leave every year was allowed on full pay and all
other leave was on half pay. Officers could retire aged
55 years with a pension. Two years of training with the
BPS counted as one year’s sea time. Senior pilots might
earn two-three thousand rupees per month (£130-£200).
The Chief Officer of a local steamer might be paid 359
rupees a month (£23) and a P&O 5th Officer in the UK
might earn £5 a month! They were very well-paid but
certainly earned their money.
5.2

THE SERVICE AT WORK

The costs of maintaining the BPS were paid by the
Colonial Indian Government and pilots were paid out of
pilotage fees. There were 50 pilots in the service and
they piloted approximately 2 million tons of shipping up
and down the river every year.
In 1890 the uniform (that shown on the right belonged to
pilot Robert Rust) was a double breasted frock coat of
navy blue wool. The buttons and branch insignia on the
shoulder feature the Star of India. The lapels are faced
with blue Irish poplin and the gold distinction lace on the
sleeves features woven purple silk stripes. The white
shirt worn with it had a three inch deep starched collar
worn at all times even in temperatures of 105° F. Junior officers served as Leadsmen Apprentices
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and took four to five years to qualify as a proficient pilot. Their duties were literally to spend the whole
transit heaving the lead and calling depths to the actual pilot. Once qualified they were allowed to
pilot small vessels – under 1,600 tons. When fully proficient the rank of Master Pilot was attained.
With further experience men were appointed Branch Pilot and eventually Senior Branch Pilot.
Pilots and Leadsmen lived in 300 ton pilot brigs sailing back and forth off the Sandheads waiting to
pick up a vessel. The Manchester Guardian in 1905 reported that a favoured pastime while waiting
was to test each other with arcane nautical terminology, e.g. “how does your chain grow?” and “Don't
bite starboard!” When they went on board for a transit they embarked “with due state and ceremony”,
swinging over many cases of clothing and personal belongings, and bringing their own personal
native servant and their apprentice Leadsman. They were well known for challenging vessel’s
Masters with the same arcane nautical terminology. When they disembarked at Garden Reach they
lived ashore in “a lordly fashion” on the BPS’s private estate on Garden Reach Road waiting for a
return transit to Sandheads.
The river was so dangerous pilots took full control of vessels, rather than simply advising the master.
Today only the Panama Canal has such a rule and that is a much simpler navigation. Indian
Government courts martials were held for the least accident as the pilot might be taking charge of
half a million pounds worth of cargo (at 1900 prices). It was a challenging task - one OC reporting
on the “anxiety of Bengal pilots” with their treacherous river and ever moving channels. One author
says: “All river pilots have been involved in dangerous situations, and most men have narrowly
survived cyclones. They had watched other vessels sink in storms. Everyone had tales to tell of
hitting jetties or going aground.”
5.3

THE SERVICE AT PLAY

The pilots had a splendid life ashore, and
Arthur Rostron’s (1885-86) article in The
Cadet explained that at 76 Garden Reach they
had “two beautiful, large roomy houses with
extensive grounds, tennis, bowling and cricket
grounds about, and gardens. Their cuisine is
really very good indeed, and enough to make
a Conway’s mouth water. Goodness they live
slightly different to we fellows at sea … I
admire their style and work very much.” At
least 15 Leadsmen lived in one of these of
houses - The Chummery, one wonders
whether it was a Conway that gave it that
name? It was “a great house over which flew
the blue ensign (see 5.4)”. Another OC wrote
the letter opposite and remarked “… I was
often (a guest) up at the Chummery and
enjoyed myself immensely. I think these
fellows are as nice and gentlemanly lot of
fellows I ever met; they all try their best to make
you comfortable and enjoy yourself, Conway
and Worcester alike.” Another OC recorded
several visits “which I enjoyed very much”.
They had a lots of servants or bearers to look
after them. The ground floor dining room was
dominated by a large dining table where
communal meals were taken and visitors
entertained as described above right. The bar
contained a much abused piano.
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No images of the
estate have been
found but the map
on the right shows
Garden
Reach
Road in 1891. The
area outlined in
red is the most
likely location as
the BPS estate
included two large
houses. However,
given its extensive
grounds, it may
have
extended
much further east.
The aerial view
below shows the scene today and co-incidentally the modern number 76 Garden Reach Road
(marked) is still in the space marked above. Part of Garden Reach Road was destroyed in 1928 to
build the KGV Docks so the approximate line of the original road is marked with a hatched yellow
line. A short stub of it remains to the left of the yellow line and this was the original frontage of the
Chummery estate which is also marked approximately in red. The land is now used by Calcutta
Municipal Corporation but perhaps some remnant of the grand houses, tennis courts and manicured
lawns remain in the remaining small patches of green.
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5.4

OLD CONWAYS & THE BPS

The first reference in The Cadet to OCs and the BPS was on page 4 of the July 1889 edition which
reported that J D D Kirkman (1875-77) joined the BPS from Conway in 1877 and was back in the
UK on leave. “Mr Kirkman’s promotion seems to have been rapid as he has already (in nine years)
reached the rank of Master Pilot in that highly paid service.” However in later editions Carlton
Cuthbert Collingwood (1874-76) is listed as a member of the BPS so he is the first OC known to
have joined the BPS.
1884 George Underhill Mellard (1882-84) joined as a Leadsman Apprentice direct from Conway.
1890 May 11th: The next Conway mentioned in the BPS is a letter from Charles Forrest Keys (188487). He was living at 76 Garden Reach, and reported that “I have got on very well out here so
far … am now Second Officer of a pilot brig” He explained that pilots could spend as long as
four months living in a pilot brig between fleeting visits to Garden Reach.
1894 July: The Cadet magazine Hector Coleman (1880-82) then working ashore in Calcutta wrote
to say he “had met a number of Conways out here, most of them being in the pilot service”.
1890 September: Cadet John Carnegy de Balinhard (1888-90) was appointed to the BPS straight
from the ship. Munro said in 1894 that de Balinhard had left the BPS because he didn’t like
it. In an article in The Cadet in August 1939 de Balinhard confirmed that he had left the BPS
after three years but did not say why. He was Canadian but had lived in NW India when his
father was an Indian Agent for the colonial government. Later he served in WWI in the
Canadian Expeditionary Force before returning to his native Canada. In 1898 he participated
in the Klondike Gold Rush crossing the Chilkoot pass on foot from Dawson. He settled in
Yorktown, Saskatchewan. The Cadet observed that he was the second Canadian Conway in
the BPS, the first being John Francis Demoulin Ball (1882-84) of Gant, Ontario who, in
September 1890, was back in UK on leave.
1891 Summer Term: Cadet Reginald Somerset Curran (1889-91) was appointed to the BPS
straight from the ship. He was the King’s Gold Medallist that year.
1891 November 5th: a very strong cyclone was reported, the pilot brig Coleroon sank without trace
and Fame had her masts reduced to six feet stumps. Many other vessels were lost but no
reports have been found of any OCs being lost although an anonymous OC (but most probably
Cecil Trevor Park (1895-96)) reported on his typhoon experiences in Fame in 1891 and in
Alice in 1897.
1892 March: Robert Adams Hopkins (1881-83), also a KGM
winner, was in the UK at Captain Moore’s Navigation School
studying for master.
1893 October: John Knighton Chase (1885-87) was master of
the BPS steamer Guide and in Chittagong for some reason.
He visited Conway on 27th May 1896 while home on leave incorrectly reported as W. Chase. He was reported as
“doing well in the pilot service and appears to enjoy his life
immensely”.
1894 Munro reported that Curran was Chief Officer of the BPS’s
new brig Alice.
1894 July: Arthur William Michie (1892-94) joined the BPS from
Conway. He was the Queen’s Gold Medal winner that year.
1896 June 26th: Although his letter of this date is rather ambiguous
it seems that Arthur Francis Paull (1890-92) was serving
in the BPS but back in the UK at his family home in Taunton
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on leave. Given other sources it is most likely he had been accepted by the BPS and was
about to join them.
1897 February: The death of John Francis Dumoulin Ball (1882-84) was reported but nothing
about the circumstances is known.
1897 May 5th: The death of F H Butler, also a pilot was reported by Conway but there is no F H
Butler in the Cadet Registers pre 1897, only George Daniel Webb Butler (1881-83), Sydney
Carr Butler (1885-87) and Richard Butler (1888-90). Misquoted initials and years were not
uncommon in The Cadet at this time but none of these three are recorded as joining the BPS.
1897 October:
Edward Alfred Ward (1891-93) and Archie John R. Coachafer (1891-93) were appointed
Leadsmen Apprentices. Edward’s appointment was subject to having a missing tooth replaced!
OCs and OWs “in the East” subscribed to a rowing Challenge Shield to be
the prize for the annual Conway - Worcester gig race. Listed in the
subscribers were many OC members of the BPS: John Francis Dumoulin
Ball (1882-84), E T Beattie (years not found), Harry Bent (1875-77),
William Bryant (1884-86), Carlton Cuthbert Collingwood (1874-76), T
Cousins (1878-80?), Robert Adams Hopkins (1877-79), James
Drumond Dalton Kirkman (1875-77)), E O Manning (1881-83), George
Underhill Mellard (1882-84), William Henry Ridler (1878-80), Albert
William Jowett Turner (1878-79) and Wilham Sutton Wells (1884-86).
1897 September 15th: Archie John R. Coachafer (1891-93), having been
nominated by Captain Miller, announced that he was embarking on the
steamer Malta for Calcutta on 8th October 1897.

H Bent 1876 Nov 1st
Rugby 1st XV

1899 March 7th: Arthur John William Ward (1891-94) reported that, after being
put forward by Capt Millar, he had passed his medical examination and so had been accepted
for the BPS and was sailing for Calcutta on 30th.
1900 February 21st: George Edward Woodger (1894-96) wrote to Captain Miller asking to be added
to the list of old boys suitable for the BPS.
1900 November: Frederick Joseph Fisher (1893-95) was appointed to the BPS and instructed to
travel out in P&O’s Borneo on 7th December.
1901 May: Kirkman was back in the UK on leave.
1901 December 9th: Cecil Trevor Park (1895-96) wrote to the Cadet from the pilot boat Alice at
Sandhead to say he was serving in the BPS.
1903 December: Ernest Campbell (1898-1900) is believed to have been accepted into the BPS
having been nominated by Conway’s Committee of Management.
1904 September 14th: Wulstan H O’Brien (1898-1900) wrote from The Chummery, Garden Reach,
Calcutta to say he had taken up his appointment as Leadsman and that he was getting settled
in and enjoying the work. He had been cox of the winning gig crew in 1900.
1904 October: Douglas Martin Seth (1898-1900) reported that he has been appointed Leadsman
and was due to travel to Calcutta in February 1905. He had joined Conway specifically to gain
that appointment.
1906 February 2nd: The death of Horace Cox (1876-78) in Calcutta was announced
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1907 June: OCs Albert Henry Dove (00-02) and Evelyn R R Roberts (01-02) were appointed
Leadsmen.
1908: Douglas “Inky” Ingram-Halford (1899-1900) was promoted 2nd Mate.
1908 December 22nd : OC Douglas Leonard Vine (03-05) wrote from his home at 2 Newstead
Villas, Westham Weymouth to confirm that he was appointed Leadsman and scheduled to
depart for Calcutta in the New Year.
1909 September 25th: Francis H A “Sparrow” Lendrum (02-04) left UK for Calcutta to become a
Leadsman.
1909 October 5th: Coachafer visited the ship while in the UK on leave.
1910: It is believed that George Thomas Labey (02-04) was appointed Leadsman in this year. He
was born in Jersey, C.I. in 1889.
1910: Ingram-Halford was promoted 1st Mate.
1911 June: Chase was home on leave at 397 London Road, Reading.
1911: Ingram-Halford was promoted Mate Pilot.
1911 September 20th: Alexander P F Charriol (04-07) left the SS Geelong in Sydney to travel to
Calcutta and take up his appointment as a Leadsman.
1911 September 29th: Chase, still on leave, departed in SS Victorian to travel around Canada for
couple of months.
1911 December: Charriol wrote to The Cadet that he was “probably going into tea planting”.
1912 June: Leadsman George Stamper Scoby (1897-99) was expected back in the UK on leave.
1912 March 2nd: Ingram-Halford (the younger son of the late E Ingram-Holford of Leicestershire)
married Margaret Isabel Toogood at St Paul’s Cathedral, Calcutta.
1912 October: Charles Huddy (05-08) was due to sail for Calcutta on appointment as a Leadsman.
1913 January 19th: Ward home on
leave from the BPS visited
Conway.
1913 April 5th: Curran and Michie,
both home on leave from the
BPS visited Conway together.
1913 November: William Murton
Taylor (07-09) joined the BPS
and “finds it to his liking”. His
address was given as 1 Penn
Road, Allipore, Calcutta near
the river, see right. It is not
known why he was not in the
Chummery.
“Sparrow”
Lendrum (02-04) was still in
service.

William Murton Taylor’s (07-09) Home At 1 Penn Road Today

1914: Geoffrey Purrott (07-09) and Walter Ramsay McClymont (08-09) joined as a Leadsman.
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1914 April: Vine was promoted to Mate Pilot after six years’ service. Huddy, Lendrum and Taylor
were still serving as Leadsmen.
1914 June: After 30 years service Mellard returned to the UK on a year’s paid sick leave after which
time he was to be medically retired on a pension. He was living at 9 Lebanon Park,
Twickenham, TW1 3DE; a red brick villa on a leafy lane.
1916: Ingram-Halford was promoted Master Pilot.
1916 December: Chase gave his address as The New Club, Calcutta. He had been awarded the
Volunteer Officers' Decoration - VD.
1917 February 2nd: Major W H O’Brien (1898-1900), on loan from the BPS to the RE Inland
Waterway Transport in France, was killed in action aged 33. He is buried in La Gorgue
Communal Cemetery, Grave III. C. 6.
1917 December 28th: Labey was serving (on loan) as a T/Lt (A/Capt) Royal Engineers (RE) in the
Inland Waterways Transport, Mesopotamia. He was awarded the Military Cross but no specific
citation has been discovered. It is not know when he returned to the BPS but in December
1920 his promotion to Captain RE was confirmed.
1919 April: Chase was still serving.
1919 June: Edmund Paul Bryant (1890-92) Senior Bengal Pilot died in Calcutta “he never properly
recovered from the effects of heat stoke he had in 1918”.
1919 July: Thomas Cecil Prosser (15-17) appointed Leadsman.
1919 October 10: Park visited Conway while on leave in the UK. During the
war he served on loan as a Lt in the Royal Engineers.
1919 December: Eric Cecil (not R P) Rowllings (14-15) reported in The
Cadet as “in” the BPS.
1920 April: Hudson who had served on loan as a Major in the Royal
Engineers. He was in the UK on leave “after prolonged service in
Mesopotamia”. Edward William Bentley (12-15) and Robert Firgroy
MacLean (15-17) were appointed Leadsman.
1920 August: John P Farquharson (18-20) joined the BPS direct from
Conway and was appointed 4th Officer of the ex German SS Frien Fels.
Albert Baker Ellis (15-17) and Raymond Dunlop Layard (15-17)
were appointed Leadsmen.

Farquharson 1920
Easter Rugby 1st XV

1920 August 16th: Chase married, see
insert, and was given a long leave in
the UK.
1920 November: Lendrum completed his
leave in the UK and had sailed for
Calcutta.
1920 December: Chase was in the UK on leave until October 1921. Coachafer, Hudson, Paull and
Keys were also in the UK on leave.
1921 January: Robert Palatine Ross (16-18) was appointed Leadsman and sailed for Calcutta from
London. Vine was recalled from leave in the UK and sailed in January.
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1921 February: Lionel Edward Ley (15-17) was appointed Leadsman and sailed for Calcutta from
Liverpool.
1921 August: Chase, Keys, Ward, Coachafer, Purrott and Ingram-Halford were all in the UK on
leave.
1922: Ingram-Halford was promoted Acting Branch Pilot.
1926 July 6th: The international Conway old boys’ association, The Conway Club, changed its rules
to ensure that its committee should include a representative of the BPS’s OCs.
1921 November 15th: Sydney Archibald Glanley (1891-93) “late of the Bengal Pilot Service” was
killed when he fell into the hold of the SS Muncaster Castle in Liverpool Docks.
1922 August: Ward was reported as on leave at home at Brentwood, Wilmington Gardens,
Eastbourne.
1922 December: Farquahason, Ellis and McLean were all playing for the United Services RFC.
1923: The Government of India in conjunction with the Government of Bengal decided to review
whether the BPS should remain part of the Government or be transferred to the Port
Commissioners of Calcutta to join the HRSS and CHPS and so give the Commissioners full
control over the river. A Committee of Inquiry was established and Chase was voted onto it by
his fellow officers to represent their views. The Times of London’s report on the Committee’s
work is overleaf but in a nutshell the BPS strongly opposed the idea on grounds of professional
standards, safety and independence. The transfer was supported by a considerable majority
who also surprisingly recommended a lower of standards for pilotage. In June their
recommendations were passed to the Secretary of State for a decision.
1923 August: Approaching retirement and before a leave trip to the UK, was presented with a
“handsome silver tea service by his brother officers as
a token of esteem and affection on their part”. He had
joined in 1887 direct from Conway. “His one aim and
object during this long period has been the efficiency
of the service and the welfare of the personnel. In
particular he invariably took a keen interest in the
Leadsmen Apprentices the great majority of whom, in
late years, have been Old Conway like himself.”
1924 November 7th: Chase attended the Conway Club
dinner at the Exchange Hotel Liverpool and was
elected Vice President of the club. Coombs late of the
HRSS was also present. The sketch of him on that
evening is by OC A J Barnes.
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1924: Carlton Cuthbert Collingwood (1874-76)
died in Guernsey. See right. He joined the BPS
in 1895 and retired in approximately 1912 .
1926 January 12th: Geoffrey Purrott (07-09) died in
Bramshott, see opposite. He joined the BPS in
1919 and was home in the UK on sick leave.
1927 March 29th: William Bryant (1884-86) died. He
joined the BPS in 1886 having previously been in Calcutta from 1891
as Chief Officer in a local steamer, see Section 6.
1928 December 1st: Garrick George Franklin (22-24) was appointed
Leadsman. He is seen right as a 1924 finalist for the King’s Gold Medal.
1929: Ingram-Halford was confirmed as a Branch Pilot.
1929

November 10th: Edward William
Bentley (12-15) died in Calcutta, see
opposite. He only joined the BPS in 1920
so service in the east while rewarding
was still not all plain sailing.

1932: The BPS men considered themselves
the best of the best. They were bred to lead an Empire and inevitably carried with them a belief
in British superiority. We have already seem similar motivations expressed in the HRSS (see
1930 July 30th). The Government Commission in 1923 had partly been motivated by a desire
to see more Indians in the service but that had not succeeded. Admiral Katari describes the
situation in the BPS:

1934: Seven Dufferin cadets joined the BPS after obtaining their 2nd Mates tickets i.e. the same
qualification expected of a British Leadsman. Admiral Katari observed “and they have done
well. With increasing number, the Indian Officers were a able to hold their own with great
confidence, and I believe performed their duties with greater sobriety than their predecessors.”
1936: Danile completed his Leadsman training. The first Indian Hooghly pilot since about 1536.
The list of Conway cadets appointed Leadsmen peters out in 1928. There may have been
others after that date but no names have yet come to light. By 1936, with perfectly capable
Indian Dufferin candidates working through the system and demonstrating that the were of the
right stuff, the writing was on the wall for the British Conway/Worcester dominated BPS. The
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remainder of this section is about old men crossing the bar not young men sailing forth or
middle aged men stemming the tide, a microcosm of Empire around the world.
1934 April: Douglas “Inky” Ingram-Halford
(1899-1900) died in Calcutta aged 50
years while in command of the PV Lady
Fraser. He had served for 27 years. He
was buried at sea from PV Lady Fraser off
the Sandheads. His obituary is reproduced
below along with a report from the Calcutta
Statesman dated 10th April 1934.

1934 December 26th: John Knighton Chase
(1885-87) VD died at Pangbourne on the
River Thames aged 65. His obituary from The Cadet is on the right.
1937 November 17th: Arthur John William Ward (1891-94) died at Lymington, UK after a long
illness. He joined the BPS in 1899.
1938 March 14th: Charles Forrest Keys (1884-87) retired Branch Pilot died. He joined the BPS in
1887.
1939-45: Precise dates are not known but Ross served for some time as Deputy Port Officer and
Chief Shipwright Surveyor for the Government of Bengal. For 16 months he was also in
command of various pilot vessels and for a period was Senior Officer at Sandheads.
1941 The IWT was reformed by the Royal Indian Engineers (RIE):
Franklin was serving in the IWT’s service at Tobruk and the Western Desert.
The IWT also had a fleet on the Euphrates of 20 or so decrepit paddle steamers found
on the Hooghly and its tributaries. They were all given a hasty overhaul and shifted to
Iraq to carry supplies up river to the Russians.
Colquohoun was serving on loan to the RIE’s IWT service as a 14th Army river pilot in
Burma, sailing “up the Narf (Naf) River under the Japs’ noses as they held the right bank
of the river at the time”. He was the literally the first to land with General Stockwell at
Taungup after two and a half years of Japanese occupation.
1946: The Cadet of April 1947 reported that Francis H A “Sparrow” Lendrum (02-04) had died in
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1946. He joined the BPS in 1909.
1946 June 4th: Labey, a retired Branch Pilot, was awarded the MBE in the Birthday Honours List.
1946 December 9th: Thomas Samuel Earl
(1883-85) died, see opposite. He joined
the BPS in 1885.
1947 April: The Cadet reported that Albert
Henry Dove (00-02) “had died some years ago” . He joined the BPS in 1907.
1947 July 8th: Cecil Trevor (1895-96) died at his home
at Melahide Co Dublin. He joined the BPS in
1901. His obituary from The Cadet magazine is
reproduced on the right.
1948 February 13th: James Colquohoun (23-25),
Master Pilot, Acting Branch Pilot wrote a letter to The Cadet, reproduced below, that dropped
a bombshell; the BPS was to be disbanded, probably in 1948.
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1948 April 16th: The Calcutta Port (Pilotage) Act, 1948 was passed by the Indian Government.5 It
provided for the transfer of control over
pilotage on the River Hooghly to the
Commissioners for the Port of Calcutta.
What Chase and his colleagues had
forestalled in 1923 became a reality. 16
years of Indian recruits ensured that
pilotage continued unabated, commerce
did not collapse as foreseen by the
Calcutta Chamber of Commerce.
1948 May 15th: The seeming impossible
happened and the BPS ceased to exist.
It is perhaps fitting that her most senior
officer at the end, the Commodore of the
BPS, was James Colquohoun (23-25).
In 1970 he donated his sextant to
Conway for use by 5th Form cadets.
1959 July 6th: Robert Palatine Ross (16-18) died while on holiday,
see his obituary on the right.
In addition the following OCs are known to have joined the BPS but
no other details are known:
Arthur Cuthbert Davis (17-19).
Cyril Edward Davis (19-21).
Arnold Robert Davis (21-23).
Cyril Carlos Ellison (23-27) who was Captain of the rugby 1st
XV and Chief Cadet Captain in his last term and winner of the
King’s Gold Medal in 1927. The medal was presented by HM
The King in person on 19th July 1927 - see photo right.
Michael Warren Farewell CIE (1883-85).
Beresford Huey (24-26). He was a member of the 1st XV rugby
team and is shown below right Easter 1926.
Alfred Howard (1880-82).
Ivan Read Hullock (20-22).
Joseph Albert May (1862).
Philip George McFarlane (21-23).
Thomas Frederick Lane Reddie (1883-85).
Above: Cyril Carlos Ellison (23-27)
Below Right: Beresford Huey Easter 1926)
Bestiam John Thompson Simons (21-23).
Below Left: Oswald Wilkes (25-27)
Albert Smith (1886-88).
Jospeh Tomlinson (15-16).
Oswald Denis Wilkes (25-27). In the Easter term of 1927 he
played in the Old Boys’ XV to make up the numbers.

5

http://nyaaya.in/law/473/the-calcutta-port-pilotage-act-1948/
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5.5

LIST OF OLD CONWAYS IN THE BPS

The following OCs’ names have been discovered to date. Their Conway years are in parentheses.
The most senior rank known for them is listed.
1.

Ball, John Francis Dumoulin (1882-84) of Gant, Ontario, the first Canadian OC to join the BPS.
Leadsman.

2.

Beattie, E T (years not found). Leadsman.

3.

Bent, Harry (1875-77). Leadsman.

4.

Bentley, Edward William (12-15). Leadsman. Died Calcutta 1929 from pneumonia.

5.

Bryant, Edmund Paul (1890-92). Senior Pilot. 1919 June died in Calcutta “he never properly
recovered from the effects of heat stoke he had in 1918”.

6.

Bryant, William (1884-86), Leadsman. Died 1927.

7.

Campbell, Ernest (1898-1900). Leadsman.

8.

Charriol, Alexander P F (04-07). Leadsman.

9.

Chase, John Knighton VD (1885-87). Master Pilot. “His one aim and object during this long
period has been the efficiency of the service and the welfare of the personnel. In particular he
invariably took a keen interest in the Leadsmen Apprentices the great majority of whom, in late
years, have been Old Conway like himself.” He died at Pangbourne in 1934 aged 64 years.

10.

Coachafer, Archie John R (1891-93).

11.

Collingwood, Carlton Cuthbert (1874-76). The first OC known to have joined the BPS. Retired
1912 and died in Guernsey in 1924.

12.

Colquohoun, James (23-25). Commodore of the BPS and in RIE Water Transport service.

13.

Cousins, T (1878-80?).

14.

Cox, Horace (1876-78). Died Calcutta 2nd February 1906.

15.

Curran, Reginald Somerset (1889-91). Chief Officer.

16.

Davis, Arnold Robert (21-23). Leadsman.

17.

Davis, Arthur Cuthbert (17-19). Leadsman.

18.

Davis, Cyril Edward (19-21). Leadsman.

19.

de Balinhard, John Carnegy (1888-90). Leadsman. He was appointed to the BPS straight
from the ship. he had left the BPS after three years bit did not say why. He was Canadian but
had lived in NW India when his father was an Indian Agent for the colonial government. Later
he served in WWI in the Canadian Expeditionary Force before returning to his native Canada.
In 1898 he participated in the Klondike Gold Rush crossing the Chilkoot pass on foot from
Dawson. He settled in Yorktown, Saskatchewan.

20.

Dove, Albert Henry (00-02). Leadsman. Died in the early 1940s. He joined the BPS in1907.

21.

Earl, Thomas Samuel (1883-85) Senior Master. Died in 1946 at Paignton, Devon.. He joined
the BPS in 1885.

22.

Ellis, Albert Baker (15-17). Leadsman.

23.

Ellison, Cyril Carlos (23-27). Leadsman.

24.

Farewell, Michael Warren CIE (1883-85).

25.

Farquharson, John P (18-20). 4th Officer.

26.

Fisher, Frederick Joseph (1893-95). Leadsman.

27.

Franklin, Garrick George (22-24). Leadsman and in RIE Water Transport service.
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28.

Glanley, Sydney Archibald (1891-93). Having left the BPS he died 1921 November 15th when
he fell into the hold of the SS Muncaster Castle in Liverpool Docks.

29.

Hopkins, Robert Adams (1881-83). Leadsman.

30.

Howard, Alfred (1880-82). Leadsman.

31.

Huddy, Charles (05-08). Leadsman.

32.

Hudson, Thomas Henry (07-09). Major RE (IWT).

33.

Huey, Beresford (24-26). Leadsman.

34.

Hullock, Ivan Read (20-22). Leadsman.

35.

Ingram-Halford, Douglas “Inky” (1899-1900). Branch Pilot. Died in Calcutta from Spanish Flu
aged 50 years while in command of the PV Lady Fraser. He had served for 27 years. He was
buried at sea from PV Lady Fraser off the Sandheads.

36.

Keys, Charles Forrest (1884-87). Branch Pilot died.

37.

Kirkman, James Drumond Dalton (1875-77). Leadsman.

38.

Labey, George Thomas MC, MBE (02-04). Branch Pilot and Capt RE (IWT).

39.

Layard, Raymond Dunlop (15-17). Leadsman.

40.

Lendrum, Francis H A “Sparrow” (02-04). Leadsman. Died 1946

41.

Ley, Lionel Edward (15-17). Leadsman.

42.

MacLean, Robert Firgroy (15-17). Leadsman.

43.

Manning, E O (1881-83). Leadsman.

44.

May, Joseph Albert (1862). Leadsman

45.

McClymont, Walter Ramsay (08-09). Leadsman.

46.

McFarlane, Philip George (21-23). Leadsman

47.

Mellard, George Underhill (1882-84). In 1915, after 30 years service, he retired to 9 Lebanon
Park, Twickenham, TW1 3DE; a red brick villa on a leafy lane.

48.

Michiem, Arthur William (1892-94). Leadsman.

49.

O’Brien, Wulstan H (1898-1900). Leadsman, and Major RE (IWT). Killed in action in France
on 1917 February 2nd aged 33. He is buried in La Gorgue Communal Cemetery, Grave III. C.
6. He was the son of Thomas and Elizabeth O'Brien, of Worcester; husband of Edith Muriel
O'Brien, of Herne Bay.

50.

Park, Cecil Trevor (1895-96). ). Master Pilot and Lt RE (IWT). He joined the BPS in 1901. Died
at his home at Melahide, Co Dublin.

51.

Paull, Arthur Francis (1890-92). Leadsman.

52.

Prosser, Thomas Cecil (15-17). Leadsman.

53.

Purrott, Geoffrey (07-09). Leadsman. Joined 1919 but died in 1926 while home in the UK on
sick leave.

54.

Reddie, Thomas Frederick Lane (1883-85). Leadsman

55.

Ridler, William Henry (1878-80). Leadsman.

56.

Roberts, Evelyn R R (01-02). Leadsman.

57.

Ross, Robert Palatine (16-18). Served for some time (1939-45) as Deputy Port Officer and
Chief Shipwright Surveyor for the Government of Bengal. For 16 months he was also in
command of various pilot vessels and for a period was Senior Officer at Sandheads. He died
in 1956.

58.

Rowllings, Eric Cecil (14-15). Leadsman.
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59.

Scoby, George Stamper (1897-99). Leadsman.

60.

Seth, Douglas Martin (1898-1900). Leadsman.

61.

Simons, Bestiam John Thompson (21-23). Leadsman

62.

Smith, Albert (1886-88). Leadsman

63.

Taylor, William Murton (07-09). Leadsman.

64.

Tomlinson, Joseph (15-16). Leadsman

65.

Turner , Albert William Jowett (1878-79). Leadsman.

66.

Vine, Douglas Leonard (03-05). Mate Pilot.

67.

Ward, Arthur John William (1891-94). Leadsman. Died in 1937 at Lymington, UK after a long
illness.

68.

Ward, Edward Alfred (1891-93). Leadsman.

69.

Wells, Wilham Sutton (1884-86). Leadsman.

70.

Wilkes, Oswald Denis (25-27). Leadsman

71.

Woodger, George Edward (1894-96). Leadsman.
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5.6

LIST OF OLD CONWAYS JOINING THE BPS BY YEAR.

From 1877 to 1895 boys joined the BPS direct from the ship. From 1895 they had to possess a
Second Mate’s certificate so tended to join a few years after leaving the ship.
1897
Archie John R
1877 Carlton Cuthbert
Coachafer (1891-93)
Collingwood (18741899
Arthur John
76)
William Ward (1891-94)
1877 Harry Bent (18751900
Frederick
77)
Joseph Fisher (1893-95)
1877 J D D Kirkman
1901
Cecil Trevor
(1875-77)
Park (1895-96)
1877 Frederick Lockyer
1902?
George
Puttock (1875-77)
Stamper Scoby (1897-99)
1878 George Frank
1903
Ernest
Alexander (1876Campbell (1898-1900)
78)
1904
Wulstan H
1878 Horace M Cox
O’Brien (1898-1900)
(1876-78)
1905
Douglas Martin
1879 Robert Adams
Seth (1898-1900)
Hopkins (1877-79)
1906 Douglas “Inky” Ingram-Halford (18991879 Albert William Jowett Turner (18771900)
79)
1907 Albert Henry Dove (00-02)
1880 Seymour T Porter (1878-80)
1907 Evelyn R R Roberts (01-02)
1880 William Henry Ridler (1878-80)
1908 Douglas Leonard Vine (03-05)
1881 Walter Leech Cousins (1878-80)
1909 Francis H A Lendrum (02-04)
1883 Ernest Owen Manning (1881-83)
1910? George Thomas Labey MC MBE (021884 John Francis Dumoulin Ball (1882-84)
04)
1884 George Underhill Mellard (1882-84)
1911 Alexander P F Charriol (04-07)
1885 Thomas Samuel Earl (1883-85)
1912 Charles Huddy (05-08)
1886 William Bryant (1884-86)
1913 William Murton Taylor (07-09)
1887 S John Knighton Case (1885-87)
1914 Geoffrey Purrott (07-09)
1887 Charles Forrest Keys (1884-87)
1914 W R McClymont (08-09)
1890 John Carnegy de Balinhard (1888-90)
1919 John Sawyer (16-18) appointed but
1891 Reginald Somerset Curran (1889-91)
did not take up post
1892 Edmund Paul Bryant (1890-92)
1919 Thomas Cecil Prosser (15-17) - not T
1892 Stanley Prior (1891-92) assumed,
C as reported
actual year not known
1919 Eric Cecil Rowllings (14-15) - not R P
1893 Joseph Hudson (1891-93)
as reported
1893 Sydney Archibald Glanley (1891-93)
1920 Edward William Bentley (12-15)
assumed, see entry for 1921
1920 Robert Firgroy MacLean (15-17)
November 15th
1920 John P Farquharson (18-20)
1894 Arthur William Michie (1892-94)
appointed straight from the ship as 4th
1895 Carlton Cuthbert Collingwood (1874Officer in one of their trading vessels.
76)
1920 Albert Baker Ellis (15-17)
1895 John Dunlop Allison (1892-95)
1920 Raymond Dunlop Layard (15-17)
assumed, actual year not known
1921 Robert Palatine Ross (16-18)
1896 Arthur Francis Paull (1890-92)
1921 Lionel Edward Ley (15-17)
1897 Edward Alfred Ward (1891-93)
1928 Garrick George Franklin (22-24)
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5.7

LIST OF OLD WORCESTERS JOINING THE BPS BY YEAR.

In creating the above list I inevitably created a similar, if less precise, list for OWs. From 1877 to
1895 boys joined the BPS direct from Conway’s “sister” training ship on the Thames. After 1895 they
had to possess a Second Mate’s certificate so tended to join a few years after leaving the ship.
1877
1877
1877
1878
1878
1879
1879
1879
1880
1880
1880
1882
1882
1882
1883
1884
1886
1886
1886
1887
1890
1890
1890
1891
1892
1892
1892
1893
1894

A J Gillman
C G Stock
F T Paine
E W J Bartlett
M H Beattie
E J A Shaw
J C M Skinner
H V Allen
W Collingwood
F H Butler
L A B Mackinnon
I S Wells
P W Anketell-Jones
J J Page
J Sherman
H S Tozer
C G Budge
G F Thorpe
H E Mackenzie
J H Lindquist
W H D Allison
R S Smyth
H D Lindquist
J F Fox
H G H Bartlett
H G Fox
H Ancell
F W Moore
P J Wilson

Assumed OWs, years not known, but in order
of recruitment:
C E Champness
H A Cooper
S H Reeks
W L Allnut
F Lungly
A H Mauger
C A D Greenland
C B Owens
C W H Ansell
H L Emmerson
V Cooper
F T Hart
E G Bacon
G Golding
P Ridly
J C P Rawlins
L J MacDonald
W C Mayston
J S Davis
E E King
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6

OTHER OLD CONWAYS LIVING IN CALCUTTA

1891 January: George William Kendal (1891-93) joined Conway as a cadet from St Xavier’s’
School, Calcutta. His father was a Master Mariner in the BPS living at 2 Davis Lane,
Calcutta. George was born in Calcutta on 28th November 1874.
1891 March: George Pointon (1864-65) was commanding a Bengal Government steamer based
in Calcutta.
1891 March: William Bryant (1884-86) became Chief Officer in a local steamer “and his
emoluments cannot be less than 359 rupees per month (approximately £23) according to a
Government scale as published”.
1895 December: Frederick Wilsden (1889-90) left the UK for Calcutta having passed for Second
Mate “to join one of the local line of steamers”.
1897 July: Thomas Adamson (1869-71) was living in Calcutta but his work was not mentioned.
1897 July: J B Churnside (years not found) was an Assistant Manager for the East Coast Railway.
1897 July: Edward Blackwall Evans (1892-97) was Junior Offr in Asiatic Club, Calcutta He was
reported as F R Evans but no Conway F R Evans exists. “E B” in his letter was probably
misread as “F R”. The only other contenders: George Evans (1865-67), and William Evans
(1887-88) are not likely to have been the writer.
1897 July: John Alexander Rookes (1869-70) was serving in the local vessel Alice A Leigh.
1900 May 7th: Lawrence Lovell Scott RNR (1892-94) reported from BISS Upada at Calcutta that
he had been ferrying troops from India to South Africa since October 1899. Like Smythies and
Daniel below it is likely he was based in Calcutta.
1911 August: Ernest Dudley Smythies (01-03) was in the UK on leave from the British India SS
Co, Calcutta.
1911 December: Rupert James L Hamilton (06-08) was serving as 3rd Mate in the Bengal Coal
Company’s steamer Sanctoria based at 8 Clive Road, Calcutta.
1911 December: Smythies gave his addresses as Hastings Street, Calcutta and the British India
Marine Services Club, Bombay. He was in their Indian Coast service between those two
ports.
1913: Robert Trimble (09-10) sailed for Calcutta to seek a local post as 4th Officer for 12 months
and complete his apprenticeship.
1914 June: Ernest Trott (00-02) was the Asiatic Steam Navigation Co’s Marine Superintendent in
Calcutta. E O Knowles (09) was also serving the Asiatic Steam Navigation Co’s Indian
Service but was home in the UK on leave.
1916 August: John William Muirhead (03-05) serving as a Marine Surveyor with Norman Stewart
& Co, Calcutta having previously served for a short period with the HRSS. Trott was in the
UK for six month’s leave.
1916 December: Karl Ernest Garnett (11-13) was appointed Junior Officer of the Asiatic Club,
Calcutta. He had joined the Asiatic Steam Navigation Co from Conway. At is unclear whether
this means left the sea and became an employee of the club (no trace of the Club has been
found), or whether he joined the club as a junior officer in the Asiatic SN Co.
1917 December: Trimble passed for Master at Calcutta and was appointed Chief Officer of BISS
Co’s Quiloce.
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1921 April: Malcolm Nicholson Kerr (14-16) was living in Calcutta “on business” and Ronald C
Blair Arnold Daniel (14-16) was 3rd Officer in the BISN Co’s East India Service and
apparently living at the BIMS Club, Calcutta.
1925 June 2nd: Lt Col Roger Parker Wilson (1884-86) of the Indian Medical Service was knighted
for services as the Officiating Surgeon-General to the Government of Bengal.
1943 December 28th: Capt John Cameron RIN (04-06) was made a Companion Indian Empire (CIE)
after 37 years service in the RIM/RIN. He was serving as Principal Officer, Mercantile Marine
Dept, Calcutta.
1967 August 28th: John Campbell Swift (55-57) was Assistant Manager of Everett Steamship
Corporation’s Calcutta office acting as agents for Everett Orient Line, American Mail Line,
Waterman Steamship Corporation and General Superintendents of Geneva. He was also
their representative on the Bay of Bengal / Japan Conference.
1967 August 28th: Keith Watson (44-45) was with the Bengal Chamber of Commerce and was
Secretary of the Bay of Bengal / Japan Conference.
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7

THE RIVER & PORT TODAY

7.1

A JOURNEY FROM INDEPENDENCE

Independence brought rapid change to the river and port:
a.

The most obvious change was that Calcutta reverted
to its Indian name of Kolkata.

b.

Partition, especially the second partition of Bengal, led
to intense violence and a shift in demographics in
Bengal, and especially Kolkata; with large numbers of
Muslims leaving for East Pakistan, and hundreds of
thousands of Hindus arriving to take their place.

c.

Patterns of trade changed so the jute industry shifted
towards Narayangunj for several years. The salt trade
of the river was felled by a shift in the policy of
transportation according to which, it moved from river
to rail, so that rail transportation took the river’s place
for the big movements of salt. The creation of East
Pakistan and then its secession into Bangladesh
meant that the huge tea trade traffic down the
Brahmaputra – Yamuna system was completely
disrupted. The independence of Burma, which came
at the same time from the British Empire, only
solidified what had begun in 1935, when Burma was
made a Crown Colony outside the scope of British India’s purview. This meant, of course,
difference in the pattern of the rice trade which had been initially disrupted in WWII and which
now was consumed by the home market of Burma. This meant a complete disruption of the
Rangoon – Kolkata Port links. A regional imbalance evolved between the East Pakistan and
Bengal with trade diverted to new ports.

d.

River and coastal trade moved to road and rail.

Use of the port dropped, and then stagnated. Without regular traffic to drive maintenance the river
silted “the great river beside whose mammoth bends I had grown up, was just a narrow little nullah
which flowed roughly from this table up to the wall there. A veteran jumper could pole-vault across
the Bhagirathi there: the water level was very low. The anchorages of the Strand Bank jetties
disappeared after the first half of the twentieth century. The active port moved south in the second
half. Only the Customs Warehouses, some disused jetties, and the later wall of the circular railway
remain as mute testimony of a waterfront that was.” In September 2015, the Government of West
Bengal signalled the renovation of the Hooghly riverfront in Kolkata with the help of World Bank
funding under the National Ganga River Basin Project Scheme.
Containerisation also had an impact. The river was too shallow and twisting for large ‘Box Boats’
which needed bigger estuarial ports.
1972 was the nadir of the port. Like all old established inland city ports worldwide, it had been forced
from small city centre moorings and docks downstream to avoid river “bends, bores and bars” to
custom built ports that can handle larger and larger vessels. For Kolkata this move was initially a
mile or so from the Customs House to the Screw Pile Jetty area, then to the old KGV Dock, (now
Netaji Subhas Dock), then down towards Haldia and finally further downriver to Diamond Harbour.
There are plans now for a new deep container port on Saugor Island - Bhor Sagar Port.
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7.2

THE PORT OF KOLKATA TODAY

The Calcutta Port Commissioners of the 1800s and 1900s part
of the Colonial Indian Government Service is now the Kolkata
Port Trust managed by the Indian Government’s Ministry of
Shipping. After a long period of decline and then stagnation, the
port is now third in the list of Indian Ports and has two dock
systems:
1.
2.

The Kolkata Dock System (KDS) which includes the
original Kidderpore Docks, the old KGV Docks (now Netaji
Subhas Docks), Budge Budge moorings and Diamond Harbour.
Haldia Dock Complex (HDC) downstream of Kolkata. The modern container port of Haldia, on
the intersection of lower Hooghly and Haldi River, can handle Panamax vessels and now carries
much of the region's maritime trade.

In 2015-16 Kolkata handled 3,230 vessels, paltry compared to 85,348 in 1914, but they carried 50.3
million short tons of cargo with jute and tea continuing to figure largely. Today’s average turn around
time per vessel is 4.18 days compared to at least 10 weeks in the 1890s. No time for dances and
football or an evening at the Chummery for today’s mariners.
Henry Francis (1898-1900) Assistant Harbourmaster for the Calcutta Port Commissioners in 1912
with just Kidderpore Docks and river bank moorings would be astounded at the range and complexity
of docks now operational.

7.3

THE HOUGHLY RIVER SERVICE TODAY

The HRSS is now the Hooghly River Survey, headed by the
River Surveyor, who is assisted by two Deputy River Surveyors,
15 Commanders and 40 Surveyors. They have a fleet of four
survey vessels and 16 survey launches operated from six
survey bases ashore. Its jurisdiction extends 40 miles into the
Bay of Bengal. Six sea gong dredgers are employed. As always
everyone is constantly at work every day. Charts are still revised
and produced within 24 hours of surveys being completed.
Recruits are now drawn from TS Chanakya, the successor to
IMMS Dufferin, and TS Rajendra. They undertake a five to six
year course and must pass three professional examinations before qualifying. All of which would
have sounded very familiar to Thomas Matthew Munro (1887-89) joining the HRSS in 1894.

7.4

THE KOLKATA PORT TRUST PILOT SERVICE TODAY

The BPS ceased to exist in 1948 but pilotage never stopped.
Today no seagoing vessel above 200 GRT is allowed to
navigate without a qualified pilot from the Kolkata Port Trust. In
1780 the figure was 100 tons. The total pilotage distance to KDS
is 221 kilometres (137 mi), comprising 148 kilometres (92 mi) of
river and 75 kilometres (47 mi) of sea, and for HDC, 121
kilometres (75 mi), comprising 46 kilometres (29 mi) of river and
75 kilometres (47 mi) of sea. In May 1948 Commodore of the BPS, James Colquohoun (23-25)
handed over an efficient, professional and effective pilot service, largely British but with a growing
cadre of expert Indian pilots, the first since 1534!
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7.5

EVERYTHING CHANGES, EVERYTHING STAYS THE SAME

Pilots still embark at Sandheads. Vessels approach light vessels with
familiar names like Eastern Channel, Lower Gaspar and Upper Gaspar.
There are still two approaches from the sea, the Eastern Channel and
the Western Channel. Sagar Lighthouse still beams out its warning even
if the island long ago lost its man eating tigers.
The same six semaphores and 500 buoys still guide vessels over the 16
sandbars to a safe berth.
The Port Trust’s badge still carries the original quartered arms (see page
38).
Leadsmen Apprentices are long gone replaced by modern Trainee Pilots. Recruits still execute a
bond that they will serve for a period of 5 years on qualifying as Pilot. They face a long and
challenging apprenticeship but there is still time for swinging the lead. And, after all this time, on
arrival at Garden Reach, the River Pilot still hands over to a Harbour Pilot who takes the vessel the
last mile. The Government sticks its oar in proposing changes which the pilots reject as impractical
and un-professional.6
In 1877 Conway’s first Leadsman Carlton Cuthbert Collingwood (1874-76) faced the same
pilotage challenges but in sailing vessels unable to manoeuvre like modern vessels. He might be
amazed at modern vessels but the river remains unchanging.

6

http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/2001/01/03/stories/090359c2.htm
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8

SOURCES

The Cadet Magazine: (Year Month Page No.) Copies held by the Merseyside Maritime Museum.
1889 07 04
1889 11 09-11
1890 02 08-09
1890 05 07-08
1890 09 07-08
1891 03 05, 07
1891 05 01
1891 12 12
1892 02 08
1892 03 06 and 11
1893 05 31-32
1893 10 54 and 57
1894 04 95-96, 107-08
1894 07 118-120
1894 10 125
1895 02 150
1896 07 258, 260
1897 03 01-02
1897 07 33-34
1897 10 44
1899 03 153
1900 03 266
1901 02 10
1894 05 108
1897 03 08
1897 12 01, 50-51
1906 06 41 and 45
1907 10 229
1913 11 233

1901 05 08
1903 12 126
1904 10 207 and 235
1906 03 11
1906 06 45
1906 12 111-13
1907 06 158
1908 12 368
1909 08 30 and 48
1909 12 01
1910 06 144 and 146
1909 10 63
1911 06 269
1911 08 303
1911 11 325-27
1911 12 354 and 356
1912 04 3
1912 08 58
1912 12 128
1913 04 139, 150 and
162
1913 02 186
1913 08 207
1920 12 143
1924 12 227
1926 12 66
1932 08 306
1934 12 166-169
1936 08 38-40

1913 11 229 and 235
1913 12 257
1914 04 26
1914 06 54
1915 04 19
1915 10 89
1916 08 162-3
1916 12 185-56 and
200
1917 08 248
1917 12 263-64
1919 04 14
1919 07 46
1919 12 51, 74 and 77
1920 04 105-7
1920 08 128
1920 12 148-50 and
152
1921 04 171-3
1921 08 200
1921 12 221
1922 04 20
1922 08 26
1939 08 79
1945 04 106/7 Roll of
Honour List
1945 05 123
1946 07 26
1946 10 5

1922 12 82
1923 08 122-23
1924 12 209-11
1925 04 237-9
1925 12 290-293 and
303
1926 04 04, 06-07
1927 04 103
1928 12 258
1929 12 355
1934 04 132
1938 04 214
1939 08 50-52
1946 07 25
1947 08 77
1947 12 112
1948 08 139
1960 06 56
1961 02 121-22
1970 02 122

1947 08 54
1961 05 154

Books
The Conway by John Masefield OM (1891-94)
From Sea to Sea by Rudyard Kipling

https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=68PfDAAAQBAJ&pg=PT11&lpg=PT11&dq=troopship+Dufferin&source
=bl&ots=IN70nLPEiT&sig=WuV5Wvh84_eNEk9ZMs5YZeV431M&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwilstjC35LTAh
XpK8AKHeFLAD8Q6AEILjAE#v=onepage&q=troopship%20Dufferin&f=false
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=68PfDAAAQBAJ&pg=PT11&lpg=PT11&dq=troopship+Dufferin&source
=bl&ots=IN70nLPEiT&sig=WuV5Wvh84_eNEk9ZMs5YZeV431M&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwilstjC35LTAh
XpK8AKHeFLAD8Q6AEILjAE#v=onepage&q=troopship%20Dufferin&f=false
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=eR0WhGXILVYC&pg=PT120&lpg=PT120&dq=calcutta+Hastings+Pro
menade&source=bl&ots=RpDRuVVgyh&sig=_wGVh8wpTjXiGqK_0YSediTnZw&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiIssv2wvHSAhUHDMAKHUTeAjcQ6AEIPDAE#v=onepage
&q=calcutta%20Hastings%20Promenade&f=false
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=lkkJCgAAQBAJ&pg=PA123&lpg=PA123&dq=James+%26+Mary+shoal
+hooghly&source=bl&ots=7sWsJecJP7&sig=VYkKn9U84ZEmApptx7kRZP4_T7o&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUK
EwjpotrS4MTSAhWIKcAKHQW8DkEQ6AEILjAE#v=onepage&q=James%20%26%20Mary%20shoal%20hoo
ghly&f=false
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=MBYYAAAAYAAJ&pg=RA4-PA40&lpg=RA4PA40&dq=calcutta+prince+of+Oud&source=bl&ots=jRwt2Bdr97&sig=6wVFo2t9NE4fQH9903jfaBv01Jk&hl=e
n&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwi4g9zzvvTSAhXMK8AKHQ2tAEEQ6AEINDAE#v=onepage&q=calcutta%20prince%
20of%20Oud&f=false
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=q4SlCwAAQBAJ&pg=PA104&lpg=PA104&dq=bengal+pilot+service+ga
rden+reach+calcutta&source=bl&ots=7dJfJGaevR&sig=6j6Pah7JjkHuVmIHI7PQJrapqZw&hl=en&sa=X&ved
=0ahUKEwiGh5rrjubSAhVICMAKHekRAn0Q6AEIKzAC#v=onepage&q=bengal%20pilot%20service%20gard
en%20reach%20calcutta&f=false
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=S98DAAAAMBAJ&pg=PA104&lpg=PA104&dq=troopship+Dufferin&sou
rce=bl&ots=FXgtU-rhBA&sig=G6Jkm1UpozSa_xABKr6h738wPg&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwilstjC35LTAhXpK8AKHeFLAD8Q6AEIIzAB#v=
onepage&q=troopship%20Dufferin&f=false
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ANNEX A: KIPLING'S 'BALLAD OF FISHER'S BOARDING HOUSE'
That night, when through the mooring-chains
The wide-eyed corpse rolled free,
To blunder down by Garden Reach
And rot at Kedgeree,
The tale the Hughli told the shoal
The lean shoal told to me.

Can hold a winking Light o’ Love
Or Fancy's flight restrain,
When Anne of Austria rolled her eyes
On Hans the blue-eyed Dane.
Since Life is strife, and strife means knife,
From Howrah to the Bay,
And he may die before the dawn
Who liquored out the day,
In Fultah Fisher’s boarding-house
We woo while yet we may.

’TWAS Fultah Fisher’s boarding-house,
Where sailor-men reside,
And there were men of all the ports
From Mississip to Clyde,
And regally they spat and smoked,
And fearsomely they lied.

But cold was Hans the blue-eyed Dane,
Bull-throated, bare of arm,
And laughter shook the chest beneath
The maid Ultruda’s charm—
The little silver crucifix
That keeps a man from harm.

They lied about the purple Sea
That gave them scanty bread,
They lied about the Earth beneath,
The Heavens overhead,
For they had looked too often on
Black rum when that was red.

“You speak to Salem Hardieker;
“You was his girl, I know.
“I ship mineselfs to-morrow, see,
“Und round the Skaw we go,
“South, down the Cattegat, by Hjelm,
“To Besser in Saro.”

They told their tales of wreck and wrong,
Of shame and lust and fraud,
They backed their toughest statements with
The Brimstone of the Lord,
And crackling oaths went to and fro
Across the fist-banged board.

When love rejected turns to hate,
All ill betide the man.
“You speak to Salem Hardieker”—
She spoke as woman can.
A scream—a sob—“He called me—names!”
And then the fray began.

And there was Hans the blue-eyed Dane,
Bull-throated, bare of arm,
Who carried on his hairy chest
The maid Ultruda’s charm—
The little silver crucifix
That keeps a man from harm.

An oath from Salem Hardieker,
A shriek upon the stairs,
A dance of shadows on the wall,
A knife-thrust unawares—
And Hans came down, as cattle drop,
Across the broken chairs.

And there was Jake Without-the-Ears,
And Pamba the Malay,
And Carboy Gin the Guinea cook,
And Luz from Vigo Bay,
And Honest Jack who sold them slops
And harvested their pay.

. . . . . In Anne of Austria’s trembling hands
The weary head fell low:—
“I ship mineselfs to-morrow, straight
“For Besser in Saro;
“Und there Ultruda comes to me
“At Easter, und I go

And there was Salem Hardieker,
A lean Bostonian he—
Russ, German, English, Halfbreed, Finn,
Yank, Dane, and Portuguee,
At Fultah Fisher’s boarding-house
The rested from the sea.

“South, down the Cattegat—What's here?
“There—are—no—lights—to guide!”
The mutter ceased, the spirit passed,
And Anne of Austria cried
In Fultah Fisher’s boarding-house
When Hans the mighty died.

Now Anne of Austria shared their drinks,
Collinga knew her fame,
From Tarnau in Galicia
To Jaun Bazaar she came,
To eat the bread of infamy
And take the wage of shame.

Thus slew they Hans the blue-eyed Dane,
Bull-throated, bare of arm,
But Anne of Austria looted first
The maid Ultruda’s charm—
The little silver crucifix

She held a dozen men to heel—
Rich spoil of war was hers,
In hose and gown and ring and chain,
From twenty mariners,
And, by Port Law, that week, men called
Her Salem Hardieker’s.

That keeps a man from harm.

But seamen learnt—what landsmen know—
That neither gifts nor gain

Link here to a short silent film inspired by the

Silent Film of the Poem: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3nQOysZKnUQ
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